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Chapter l INTRODUCTION

1-1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

      In static and dynamic analysis of structures, the finite

element method is the most widely used and powerful tool.
However, the disadvantage of this method is that, in the case of
                                          'eomplex and large structures, it is necessary to use a large
number of nodes, resulting in very large matrices whieh require

large eomputers for their management and regulation. Furthermore,

in the dynamic analysis of the struetures subjeeted to random
excitations by a direct integration method, these disadvantages

of the finite element method beeome more serious, because in
these methods the sequence of calculations must be repeated many

times, i.e. small time steps must be used to obtain response of

the structure accurately.

     0n the other hand, the transfer matrix method of structural

analysis is also applied to many struetural problems. Since, in

the transfer matrix method, analysis is performed by the
subsequent multiplication of transfer and point matrices, the
order of final matrix is as same as those of transfer and point

matriees. Henee this method has an advantage over the finite
element method in the number of degrees of freedom of the
strueture to be eonsidered and, consequently, the eomputer memory

requirement.

     Although the transfer matrix method is naturally a solution

procedure for one-dimensional problems, this method is applied to

two-dimensional problems by introducing Fourier series into the

governing equations of problems. It's successful application to
two-dimensional problems is, however, restricted to simple struc-

tures with particular boundary conditions; otherwise eonsiderable
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complications arise in the derivation of transfer matrix. In
order to avoid the limitations in the derivation of transfer
matrix, Dokainish proposed a combined use of finite element and

transfer matrix method (FET}vl), in whieh transfer matrix was

derived from the stiffness matrix used in the finite element
method.

     In this paper, the FETM method is applied to linear and
nonlinear static and dynamic problems of plated structures, and

the accuraey and efficieney of this procedure are also studied.

Furthermore, a combined use of boundary element and transfer
matrix (BETM), in which transfer matrix is derived from the
system of equations obtained by the procedure based on the
boundary element method, is proposed for two-dimensional and
plate bending problems.

1-2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

     In this seetion, previous studies of analytical methods of

plated struetures are mainly reviewed. •
     Since Turner(1) presented the concept of the finite element

method(FEM) in 1956, numerous studies for development of this

method have been made by many researchers, and these were summa-

rlzed in many text books(2-11). On the other hand, many investi-

gations of the boundary element method(BEM) in engineering
problems have been also made since the early 1960's, and these
are summarized in Ref.(12-24). Some of them are mentioned in sub-

sequently related ehapters.

      In 1968, Cheung(25,26) suggested the finite strip method
(FSM) which was a formulation of combining the finite element

method and Fourier series teehnique for a plated structure.
Powell and Ogden(27) also reported the same procedure in 1969.
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Since then this method was extended to various types problems of

plate structures. Cheung applied this method to folded plate
structures in 1969(28), and free vibration problems in 1971(31).

In 1971, Yoshida(29) presented a buckling analysis of plated
structures by FSM, and Yoshida and Oka(30) described the bending

analysis of plate structures with stiffeners in 1972. A summary
of studies mentioned above is described in Ref.(32). In 1978,

PardoeR and Marienthal (33) presented FSM for a structure in
polar coordinate system. The extension of FSM to sandwich plate
structures was explored by Chan and Cheung in 1972(34), and by
Ibrahim and Monforton in 1979(35).

     In 1974, inelastic buckling strength analysis of stiffened
plates by FSM was reported separately by Usami(36) and by
Hasegawa, Ota and Nishino(37). Komatsu and Ushio(38) also studied

the appiication of this method to inelastic buek].ing problems in

1978, and Yoshida and Maegawa(39) applied this method to a
orthogonally stiffened plat,e in 1979.

     Ueda, Matsuishi, Yamauchi and Tanaka(40) presented inelastie

large deformation analysis by FSM in 1974. Maeda, Hayashi and
Mori(41) investigated finite displacement analysis by FSM, in
which stiffness matrix was derived analytically to reduee the

eomputational effort in l981.

     In 1983, Yamamoto, Hotta, Obata and Sakimoto(42) proposed to

reduce the size of the system matrices by using the two types of

element, i.e. the plate element and the beam element. Okamura
and Ishikawa(43) analyzed the multi-span plate struetures by the

stiffness matrix method combined with a relaxation technique. In

this approach, the displacement functions in series form and the

point-matching method are adopted to derive the stiffness matrix

of large-size rectangular plate panels in 1984.

     Combined use of finite difference and transfer matrix method

was investigated by some researchers(44,45,46). In this method a
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partial differential equation for the structure is redueed to an

ordinary differential equation by adopting finite differenee
teehnique. In 1975, a eombined use of finite strip and finite
differenee was presented by Sundararajan and Reddy(47) for plate

vibration problems. This procedure was also applied to skew
orthotropic plate vibration (48) and buckling problems (49)

     Transfer matrix was first applied to plate struetures by
Schnell in 1956(50). In this approach, partial differential equa-

tions of plate is redueed to an ordinary differential equation by

adopting coRtinuous functions which satisfying the boundary
conditions in one direetion and transfer matrix is evaluated by
numerical iRtegration. Since then, a number of studies for deve-

lopment of this method were investigated by many researchers
(51-58). In 1971, Wurmest(52) applied transfer matrix method to

the plate with shear deformation. In 1972, Dobovisek(56) also

applied this method to shell structures. Shigematsu, Hara and the
                                         Lauthor (57) investigated t,he buckling analysis of thin walled
members by transfer matrix method in 1984. In 1963, Leekie(59)

applied TMM to vibration problems of plates, in whieh a plate was

replaced by an equivalent network of beams.

     In 1972, Dokainish(60) used the combined finite element -

transfer matrix (FETM) method in the study of the dynamics of
tapered or rectangular plate. McDaniel and Eversole(61) have
proposed a similar approaeh in treating a stiffened plate strue-

tures along with some numerieal values that warrant consideration

in 1977. In 1979, Chiatti and Sestieri(62) introduced isoparamet-

rie shell elements, taking into eonsideration elements with nodes

situated not only on eorners but also on the midpoints of edges
in dealing with eomplex struetures. In 1980, Sankar and Hoa (63)

offered an approach, in which an extended transfer matrix relat-

ing the state vectors whieh consist of state variables (displace-

ments and forces) and their derivatives with respect to frequeney

-4-



was used. Mucino and Paverie(64), as a further generalization of

the FETM method, have proposed a method in whieh structures are

modeled by means of substruetures eonnected in a chain-like
manner. For each of these substructures, a transfer matrix was

derived.

     In 1983, Shigematsu, Hara and the author (65) described the

application of the FETM method to bending and buckling problems
of plates, and presented various techniques for treating the more

eompHcated structures, espeeially those with the intermediate
conditions are presented. In 1984, this proeedures was applied to

the elastic-plastic large displaeement problems(66). In 1986,

the extension of this method to the elastie-plastic large dis-

placement analysis of thin-walled members was presented by Hara
and the author (68). The substructuring procedure was adopted in

order to treat complex structures, such as I-section and box-
section plate girders with vertical stiffeners and web perfora-

tions. The application of this proeedure to the transient
response of structures under various random excitations was
deseribed by Shigematsu and the author in 1986(69). This
procedure was extended to nonlinear dynamie problems of plate
structures by Shigematsu and the author in 1988(70).

     In 1974, Tomlin and Butterfield (71) proposed the proeedure,

in whieh the body was subdivided into some regions and for each

of them system equations were derived, and they applied this
procedure to piecewise homogeneous anisotropie foundation engi-

neering problems. This work was extended to three dimensional
problem by Banerjee in 1976(72) and Lachat and Watson in
1977(73), whose main incentive for subdividing the body into
distinet regions was to reduce the bandwidth of the resultant
system of algebraic equations.

     Combined use of finite element and boundary element has been

investigated by many researchers (74-76). In 1983, Komatsu, Nagai

-5-



and Nishimaki(77) presented a combined use of boundary element
and block element method for thin-walled box girders'.

     In 1977, Banarjee and Butterfield(78) proposed the combined

use of boundary element and transfer matrix method, in which the

transfer matrix was derived from the boundary element equations

for a geomechanical problem. Recently, this method was applied

t,o a two-dimensional problem (79) by Shigematsu, Hara and the
author, and a plate bending problems (80) by Shigematsu and the

author.

1-3 OBJEC'I'IVES AND SCOPE

     The aim of this dissertation is to propose the struetural
analysis methods based on the eombined use of finite element and
transfer matrix method(FETM), and boundary element and transfer

matrix method(BETM) for plated strueture problems.

     In Chapter 2, a combined finite element - transfer matrix is

applied to linear structura} problems. Transfer matrix is
derived from linear system matrix used in the ordinary finite
element method. Various teehniques for treating the more eompli-

cated structures suc'h as those with the intermediate elastiÅë aRd

rigid columns, and stiffeners are proposed. Numerical examples

Å}'or plate bending and buckling problems are presented and the

results obtained by the FETM method are compared with those by

the finite element method and other methods.

     Acombined finite element - transfer matrix method is
extended to elastic-plastic problems with large displacements.

In the ealeulation program developed in this chapter, the same
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procedures as those used in the finite element method based on
load increment, are applied except for the estimation of approxi-

mate displacements for eaeh speeified ineremental load. The
Prandtl-Reuss' law obeying the von Mises yield eriterion is
assumed, and a set of moving coordinate systems is used to take

geometric nonlinearity into consideration. The results obtained
by the FETM method are compared with those by other methods.

     Chapter 4 proposes the linear and nonlinear analysis methods

of thin-walled members by a combined finite element - transfer

matrix method. Transfer matrix is derived from the tangent
stiffness matrix for thin-walled member. To deal with complex
structures such as box-section and I-section plate girders with

stiffeners and web perforations, the transfer matrix for the
substructure, into whieh thin-walled member is divided, is intro-

duced. The results obtained by the FETM method for thin-walled
members are compared with those by other methods.

     In Chapter 5, a linear transient analysis method of the
structures under random excitations by a combined finite element

- transfer matrix method is proposed. Transfer matrix relating
the state vector on the left and right boundaries of a strip at a

certain time is derived from the system of equations of motion
for a strip. An approximation is introduced in the equations of

motion for the ca$e of in-plane exeitations in order to reduce
computational efforts, and the technique of exchanging the state

vectors is proposed to avoid the propagation of round-off errors

occurred in recursive multiplications of the transfer and point

matriees. Numerieal examples of the plates under out-of-plane
and in-plane excitations are presented and the resuits obtained
by the FETM method are compared with those by the finite element

method.
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     A linear transient anaiysis method based on a combined use

of finite element and transfer matrix methods described in
previous chapter is extended to nonlinear dynamic problems of
plates under random exeitations in Chapter 6. Equilibrium itera-

tion based on the pseudo-foree method is employed to improve the

solution accuraey and to avoid the development of numerieal
instabilities. Numerical examples of the plates under various
excitations are presented for inelastie problems and large defor--

mation problems, and the results obtained by the FETM method are

compared with those by the finite element method.

     In Chapter 7, a struetural analysis method based on a
combined use of boundary element - transfer matrix method for
two-dimensional and plate bending problems is investigated. A
transfer matrix is derived from the system of equations derived

by the procedure based on the boundary element method. The tech-

nique of exchanging the state vectors is proposed to avoid the
propagation of round-off errors oceurred in reeursive multiplica-

tions of the transfer matrix, and rotation matrix is empioyed
for ,axisymmetrie structures to reduee computational efforts.
Furthermore, the technique for the strueture with intermediate

supports is proposed. Numerical examples of two-dimensional and

plate bending problems are presented and the results obtained by

the BETM method are compared with those by the other methods.

     Finally, Chapter 8 consists of a summary of this disser--
tat.ion, conelusions for eaeh chapter.
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Chapter 2 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS BY A oomaINED

          ELEMENT-TRAPISFER IEATRIX ME[I'HOD

FINITLE

2-1 INTRODUCIrlON

    The finite element method is the most widely used and power-

ful tool for structural analysis. However, the disadvantage of
this method is that, in the case of a eomplex structure, it is
necessary to use a large number of Rodes, resulting in very large

matrices which require large computers for their management and

regulation. In order to reduce the size of the matrices in the

ordinary finiLe element method, some techniques have been
proposed (eondensation, substructuring method) (7).

    One numerical technique for reducing matrix size in the
ordinary finite element method is the use of finite strips (FSM)

suggested by Cheung (1). Another is the transfer matrix teehnique

(TMM). Leckie(5) applied this method to plate vibration problems.

At that time, the problems were formulated by using the
Hrennikoff model. The above techniques (FSM, TMM) can be
successfully applied only for simple struetures with particular

boundary conditions; otherwise considerable complications arise
in the formulation of problems.

     Dokainish(3) used the combined finite element - transfer
matrix (FETM) method in the study of the dynamics of tapered or

rectangular plate. Since the size of stiffness and mass matrix,

in his method, was equal to the number of degrees of one strip,

the frequency determinant for a clamped-clamped plate con-
sidered by Dokainish was 18x18 by the FETM method eompared to a

108xl08 matrix eigenvalue problem obtained using the standard
finite element method with the same number of nodes.

    McDaniel and Eversole(6) have proposed a similar approaeh in
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treating a stiffened plate structures along with some numerieal

values that warrant eonsideration.

     In dealing with complex structures, Chiatti and Sestieri(2)

introduced isoparametrie shell elements, taking into considera-

tion elements with nodes situated not only on corners but also on

the midpoints of edges.

     Sankar and Hoa(15) offered an approaeh, in which an extended

transfer matrix relating the state vectors which consist of state

variables (displacements and forces) and their derivatives with

respect to frequency was used. In this method, a Newton-Raphson

iterative technique is used to determine natural frequencies.

     Mueino and Pavelic(9), as a further generalization of the

FETM method, have proposed a method in whieh structures are
modeled by means of substruetures eonneeted in a chain-like
manner. For eaeh of these substructures, a transfer matrix was
derived.

     Application of the FETM method is generally found in litera-

ture concerned with vibration problems of structure. This paper

shows a successful application of the FETM method to other
struetural fields, especially to bending and buekling problems.

Also, various techniques for treating the more complicated
struetures, especially those witb the intermediate conditions are

presented.

     Some numerical examples of bending and buekling problems are

proposed and their results are eompared with those obtained by
the ordinary finite element method and others.

2-2 FINITE ELEMENT-XTRANSFER MATRIX )(ETHOD

     Fig.2-1 shows a plate divided into m strips and each of
which subdivided into finite elements. The vertical sides
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dividing or bordering the strips are called seetions, whiie the
horizonta! boundaries are the edges. Thus BE is the left seetion

of strip i+1 and the right sections of i. There are a total of
2n nodes on strip i with n nodes on the left section AD and n

nodes on the right section BE.

     To derive the transfer matrix relating the left and right
state variables (displacements and forces) of the strip i, it is

required first to determine the stiffness matrix Ki of strip i:

we obtain

Ki 61 = Fi e.e..''''''' (2-1)

wher'e KL is the stiffness matr"ix of strip l, 6i, E

placements and forees of strip i, respectively.

     Eq.(2-l) holds well for bending problems, but

problems, the matrix Ki in Eq.(2-1) becomes:

are the dis-

in buekling

K = Kbi -P Kmi •••••-••••••• (2-2)

where Kb i and Kfi-, ;

modified stiffness

plane load.

     Matrix Ki is

then becomes:

are the bending
matrix of strip i

 stiffness matrix
, respectively; P is

partitioned into four submatriees.

and

the

the

in-

Eq.(2-1)

[:f: Ef:],( gi)i=(:f)i
............ (2-3)

where 6A, 6r, FA

forces of strip

solving for 6ri

equations can be

 and Fr are the left and

 i, respectively. By
and Fri in terms of 6Ri

 obtained;

right displacements and
expanding Eq.(2-3) and

and FRi the following
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   ' 6ri = -KAr-1 KAA6Ri + KAr-1 FAi '''''''''''(2-4a)
and

    Fri = KrA - KrrKRrn1KAn6Aj + KrrKAr-1FRi '''''''''''(2-4b)

which, when arranged in matrix form, become:

    Iglli.I,,.Z:g[kl5f,A,.. ,,5ik]1, 1jilifli ,.,.....,,-,,

On simplifying the notation} we obtain:

    II[li=liii i;i 1ljII:li ••••••••••••(2-6)

or

    Zri= Ti ZAi ''''''''''''(2-7)
     Eq.(2--7) can be recognized as the transfer matrix relating

the state vectors zr and zR which consist of the dispiacements

and forces.

     After eontinuous multiplications of the transfer matrix T,

we obtain the relation between the state vectors at two ends of

the structure:

    zm =U ze ' ''t''•''''••(2-8)
                               '                                                  '
where U= Tm Tm-i•''Ti.
     In bending problems, on eonsidering the left and right
boundary conditions of' the structure, simultaneous equations are

obtained from Eq.(2-8). The number of these equations is as same

as that of the unknown state variables in ze. Thus, we can evalu-
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ate the unknown elements in zs by solving these equations (13).

    0n the other hand, in buckling problems, it is essential
that the determinant of a portion g of the matrix U be zero:

    det 1iji =O ••••••••'•••(2--9)
Now, the matrix g is obtained from the matrix U by deleting the

columns eorresponding to zero elements of ze and the rows
corresponding to the nonzero elements of zm.

2-3 TECHNIQUES FOR INTERIblEDIATE CONDITIONS

1) Point Matrix for Elastic Colurnns

    Point matrix for treating structure with elastic columns at

the intermediate section, as shown in Fig.2-2, is obtained by
taking the elastie support restoring forees into consideration.

     Consider, for example, elastic eolumns attached to nodes A

and m of section i (Fig.2-2). The relations of the shearing
forces at the left and right of the seetion i are then,

    Q-R= QTiL, Qi2R = Qj2Lf..•, QmR = QmL + kAwm,...e
    Qi mR = Qi mL + km Wi m,..., Ql jR = Qi jL

                                              ••••••••••(2-10)

where kR and km are the elastie column stiffness; superscripts L

and R indicate the left and right sides of the section. Since
other elements of the state vector are continuous throughout sec-

tion i, the following identitY exists:

    wiR = wi LJ ex iR = ex ;Ls ey iR = ey iL)

    My1R = Mx i'L, My1R = MyiL '''''''''''(2-11)
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In matrix

Wl

W2

.

WR
.

Wrn

.

wj

e.

ey

Qi

Q2

.

QR
.

Qm

.

Qj

Mx

My

notation

R

i

, Eqs.(2-10) and (2-11) beeome:

11'

1

.1

.

1

II

o 1

o 1

. .

kA 1

. o

km 1

. .

o 1

I

I

Wl

Wnt

t

WA
.

wrn

.

W.i

e.

ey

Qi

Q2

.

QA
.

Qm

.

Qj

Mx

My

L

i

•••••••• (2-12)

or

    ziR=Pk ziL ••••t••••••(2-13)
2) Point Matrix for Ribs

     In the orthogonally stiffened plate, as shown in Fig.2-3(a),

the plate is divided into strips containing x-rib (shown in
Fig.2-3(b)) and lines containing y-rib (shown in Fig.2-3(e)).

Therefore, x-rib is included in the transfer matrix described
previously but y-rib must be eonsidered in the point matrix.

     Considering the continuous condition of displacements and
equilibrium condition of forces at the y-rib iine, we obtain the
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following expression:

    wR = wLl e.R = e.L7 eyR = eyL
    cr = QL + Q', MxR = MxL + Mx ', MyR = MyL + My' '''(2-14)

where L and R indicate the left and right sides of y-rib line,
Q', Mx' and My' are nodal forces on the y-rib.

     Introducing the stiffness matrix for y-rib line, the nodal
forces on the y-rib in Eq.(2-14) are related to the nodal
displaeements as follows:

    {Q' M.' My"}T = K' {w e. e,}T •••••••••••(2-15)

where K" is the stiffness matrix for y-rib line. Substituting
Eq.(2-15) into Eq.(2-14) and eliminating the nodal forces, Q',

M.', My', the state veetor at the left and right sides of y-rib
line are related as follows:

     e,• O e.
    Mx K" Mx
or

    zR=Pr zL '''''''''''(2-17)
Consequently the matrix Pr is referred to as the point matrix for

the y-rib line. Eq.(2-13) relates the left state vectors of the

section whieh has some elastic columns, to the right state
veetors. Consequently the matrix Pk is referred to as the point
matrix for the elastie column.
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3) Intermediate Ri id Conditions .
     Point matrix for elastic eolumns break down when elastic

eolumns become infi'nitely stiff. In this case, since the
defleetions at the intermediate rigid columns are zero, the
initial unknowns eorresponding to the eonstrained displacements

ean be eliminated and introdueed new unknowns.

     For example, conslder the structure, shown in Fig.2-4, which

has rigid eolumns at nodes A and m of section i, with its left

boundary simply supported. The equation relating the left state

vector of the section i, z;L, to the initial unknowns, ze, is

    z;L=U, zz •••t•••••••(2-18)
     From the left boundary condition wz = e.e = Mye = O, the
elementary form of Eq.(2-18) is

  '

    {wL e.L es,L QL M.L MyL}iT= Ui {ey Q M. }zT ••••(2-19)

Setting wiA = wim = O from the rigid conditions at the node A and

m, we obtain the following two equations:

    UA; {ey Q Mx }eT =wm =O
    Umi {ey Q Mx }eT=wm =O •••••••••••(2-20)
                                     '
where UAi and Umi are the R-th, m-th row of the matrix Ui,
respectively, wm and wim are the defleetion at nodes Jl and m of

section i. Solving Eq,(2-20) for Q.A and Qom, we eliminate these

two shearing forces from the initial state veetor zo.

     Beeause of the reactions at the rigid columns, the shearing

forees at these points are diseontinuous. Introducing the new
unknown ViA and V;. instead of Q.A and Qor, just above eliminated

the right state vectors of seetion i are expressed as,

                   '
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    {wR e.R eyR cr M.R MyR}iT = Ui'{ey Q' M. }eT ••(2-21)
where

    Gbo' = {Qoi, Qo2,..., Vi},..., Vim,...) Qon}T.

By the above technique, the transfer procedure ean be performed
throughout a seetion having intermediate rigid eolumns.

    The strueture which has the intermediate simple support as
shown in Fig.2-5 ean be treated as previously described. In this

ease, the deflections and rotations about the x-axis are
eonstrained at the intermediate simple support. By eliminating

the initial shear forces and moments about the x-axis, whieh
eorrespond to the constrained displacements, from the initial
state veetor zo, the new unknown discontinuous shears and moments

can be introduced to the state veetor z.

2-4

1)

 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Bending Analysis of a Plate Structure

     In order to investigate the aceuraey and efficiency of the

proposed method in bending problems of plate structures, the
simply supported rectangular plates subjected to the uniform load

and the concentrated load at the center of the plate are ana-
lysed. A quarter of the plate is divided into lxl, 2x2, 3x3,•••••

and 10xlO elements as shown in Fig.2-6.

    The reetangular element with three degrees of freedom per
one node, shown in Fig.2-7, is useci in examples of this chapter;

the deflection w is assumed to have the form,

    W = al + a2X+ a3Y+ a4 x-".O + as XY + a6Y2 + a7 xr3 + as X2y

        + ag 2il2 +aleY3 + aliX3Y + al2siy3 •••••••••-•(2-22)
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where x=x/a, y=y/b and ai,...,ai2 are unknown coefficients.

     Fig.2-8 shows the convergenee eondition of the defleetion at

the center of the plate. Although the results for the uniform
load converge little faster than those for the concentrated load,

the results for both loads in 6x6 mesh pattern eonverge within 1

%. In Fig.2-8 the solutions obtained by the finite eiement
method'are also shown. In the finite element method the same
element and mesh patterns as those used in the FETM method are

employed. Good agreement exists between the results obtained by

both methods.

     Fig.2-9 shows a comparison of the matrix sizes (sizes of the

resultant system) required in the finite element and the FETM

methods. It is assumed here that in the finite element method
the banded matrix is used. The matrix sizes in both methods
inerease as the number of elements increases. Increasing rate of

the matrix size in the FETM method is, however, smaller than that

in the finite element method, because the matrix size in the FETM

method is dependent on the number of degrees of freedom for one

strip in eontrast with the finite element method which depends on

that for the entire structure. •
     The matrix size in the finite element method is given by
{(the number of total nodes) Å~ (degrees of freedom')} Å~ (the band

width). The matrix to be eonsidered in the finite element method

is, therefore, 48Å~18=864 for 3-3 mesh pattern .and 363Å~39=14157

for 10-10 mesh pattern. Thus the matrix size for latter mesh
pattern is 16.4 times larger than that for the former pattern.
On the other hand, the matrix size in the FETM method is given by

{(the number of nodes on a section) x (degrees of freedom) Å~ 2}2.

The matrix to be considered in the FETM method is, therefore,
24Å~24=576 for 3-3 mesh pattern (3 strips mesh pattern) and 66x66=

4356 for 10-10 pattern (10 strips pattern). The matrix size for

latter mesh pattern is, therefore, only 7.6 times larger than
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that for the former pattern. •
    A unifomly loaded and simply supported reetangular plate
with rib, shown in Fig.2-10(a), is analysed. In this example, a

half of the plate is divided into 10 strips and each strip into 5

elements as shown in Fig.2-10(a).

    The point matrix for the rib, Pr, is in this example used in

eonsidering the rib. The transformation procedure is performed
by multiplications of not only the transfer matrix, T, but also
the point matrix, Pr:

    zie = Tia Tg. '''T? T6 Prs Ts T4 ''' T2 Ti zo •••••••(2-23)

     In Fig.2-10(a), the deflections along the symmetric line

obtained by the FETM method are compared with those by the finite

element method, in which the same element as that used in the
FETM method is employed. It can be seen that the results obtained

by both methqds are in complete agreement with eaeh other.
    The matrix to be considered in the finite element method is,

if the banded matrix is used, l98x24, compared to 36x36 for the
FETM method.

    The deflections for E,Ir = co are also shown in Fig.2-10(a).

In this case, the transformation procedure can be performed in a

simple schematic manner by using the technique for intermediate

simple support deseribed in this chapter. The results by the
FETM method agree well with those by the finite element method.
In Fig.2-10(b), the defleetions along the symmetric line for the

case of partial load are shown and similar results to previous

example are obtained. ,
    A partially loaded and all edges clamped rectangular slab
stiffened orthogonally, shown in Fig.2--11(a), is analysed. In

this example, the slab is divided into l8 strips and each strip
into 6 rectangular finite elements, as shown in Fig.2-11(a).
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     As described in Section 2-3, although x-rib is ineluded in
the transfer matrix, y-rib must be considered in point matrix for

the rib. The transformation procedure for this strips mesh
pattern:

    Zls = Tls T17'''T13 Pr12 T12''' T7 Pr6 T6'''T2 Tl zo

                                           ..........•.•••(2-24)

     In Fig.2-11(b), the defleetions along the symmetric line
obtained by the FETM method are compared with those by the' finite

element method, in whieh the same element as that used in the
FETM method is employed. It can be seen that the results obtained

by both methods are in complete agreement with eaeh other. The

matrix to be considered in the finite element method is, if the

banded matrix is used, 399x27 for 18 strips mesh pattern,
compared 42x42 for the FETM method.

     The defiections for E,Ir = oo are also shown in Fig.2-11(b).

In this ease, the transformation procedure can be performed in a

simple schematic manner by using the technique for intermediate

simple support. The deflections by the FETM method agree well
with those by the finite element method.

     To illustrate the effieiency of the technique for an
intermediate rigid column and the point matrix for an elastic
one, a bridge deck with four intermediate eolumns aeted upon by
partially distributed loads, shown in Fig.2-12(a), is analysed.

It is divided into 16 strips and eaeh strip into 8 elements, as
shown in Fig.2--12(b).

     In Fig.2--12(b), the deflections in the case of intermediate

rigid eolumns by the FETM method are compared with those by the

finite element method. It ean be seen that these results agree

well with eaeh other. In this example, the matrix size in the
finite element method is 459x33 for banded matrix, while in the
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FETM method the order of the matrix is only 54x54.

    The deflections for the intermediate elastic columns are
shown together in Fig.2--12(b). In this case, the transformation

procedure was performed by introdueing the point matrix for the

elastic eolumn Pk:

    zs = Ts T7 Pk6 T6•••Pk2 T2 Ti zo •••••••••••(2-25)

2 Bucklin Anal sis of a Plate Structure
    The same element and degree of freedom in bending problems
are, also, used in buckliRg problems.

    A uniformly eompressed rectangular plate supported simply

along two opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of
compression and having two other free sides is analysed. A plate

is, in this example, divided into 6 strips and each strip into 6

finite elements.

     In Fig.2-i3, the buckling coefficients obtained by the FETM

method are compared with those by the finite element method and
Euler buckling theory (16). In the finite element method the same

mesh pattern as in the FETM method is used. Close agreement
exists between the results of the FETM and finite element
methods and these are agree well with the Euler buckling eo-
efficients.

    A simply supported rectangular plate under uniform compres-

sion is analysed. The plate is divided into 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12

strips along the direction of compression and each strip into 4
elements, as shown in Fig.2-14(b).

    The buckling coeffieients obtained by the FETM method and
the finite element method are indicated in Fig.2-14(a). The
aceuracy of these results decreases as the ratio of the plate,
a/b, increases, i.e., the number of half-waves of the buckling

mode in the direction of compression increases. The aceuracy of
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the results, however, improves as the number of strips, i.e., the

number of elements in the direction of compression increases as

shown in Fig.2-14(a). It becomes clear that, in the buckling
analysis of the long plate, a plate should be divided into many

elements in the direetion of compression in the finite element

method, and many strips in the FETM method. Sinee the matrix
size in the FETM method is dependent on the number of degrees of

freedom for only one strip as mentioned previously, the matrix

size for every mesh pattern employed in this example is same,
30Å~30. While in the finite element method, if banded matrix is
used, it is 75Å~21 for 4-4 mesh pattern (4 strips mesh pattern)

and 195x21 for 4-12 mesh pattern (12 strips mesh pattern). The

matrix size in the finite element method is, therefore, 1.75 and

4.55 times larger than that in the FETM method, respectively.

     In Fig.2-15 the buckling coeffieients of an all edges
clamped reetangular plate under uniform compressions obtained by

the FETM method are eompared with the exact solutions and those

obtained by the finite element method. Similar results as in the

previous examples are observed.

     Biaxially eompressed plate with two adjaeent clamped edges

and two other simply supported edges as shown in Fig.2-16 is
analysed. The transfer matrix for the strip subjected to biaxial

compressions is, in this example, employed. The plate is, here,

divided into 6 strips and each strip into 6 finite elements. In

Fig.2-16 the results obt.ained by the FETM method are eompared
with those by Iwato and Ban(4) for the ratios of the load B =
Py/P. = O., O.5, 1.0 and 1.5. Although the results of the FETM

method are little smaller than other results, good agreement
exists between both results.

     As the next buckling problem example} a simply supported
reetangular plate with a longitudinal stiffener(x-rib) under
uniform compression as shown in Fig.2-17 is analysed. [Phe platJe
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is divided into 6 and 10 strips, and each strip into 6 elements

in both mesh patterns. The trqnsfer matrix is, in this example,

derived from the stiffness matriees for the strip and x-rib. The

ratio of the eross seetion area between the plate and stiffener
is 6 = A, /bt = O'.1 and the rat io of the rigidity is 7 = Er Ir /D =

5 and 10, where A,, Er and Ir = eross section area, modulus of
elasticity and moment of inertia of the rib} respeetively, b, t

and D= width, thickness and flexural rigidity of the plate,

     In Fig.2-17 the buckling coefficients obtained by the FETM

method are compared with those obtained by the finite element
method, and cross agreement exists between both results.

    The buckling coefficients for simply supported plate with
intermediate support are given simultaneously in Fig.2-17, to
provide the upper limit of the buckling eoefficient for this

case.

    A uniformly compressed rectangular plate clamped along two
opposite sides perpendicular to the direction of compression and

having reinforced free edges by stiffeners along the other two
sides as shown in Fig.2-18, is analysed. The plate is divided
into 6 and l2 strips, and eaeh strip, as in the previous example,

into 6 elements. The ratio of rigidity is 7 = O, 1, 3, 5 and the

ratio of area is 6 = O.!.

    As shown in Fig.2-18, elose agreement in the results by the

FETM method and the finite element method is obtained. The
buckling coefficients for the plate clamped along two opposite
sides perpendicular to the direction of eompression and simply
supported along the other two sides are given simultaneously in

Fig.2-18, to provide the upper limit of the buckling coefficient

in this ease.

    Fig.2-19 shows the buckling coefficients of a simply
supported rectangular plate with a transverse stiffener(y-rib)
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under uniform compression as shown in Fig.2-19, obtained by the

FETM method and the finite element method. A plate is divided
into 6 and 10 strips and each strip into 6 elements in both mesh

patterns. The ratio of rigidity is r=5 and the ratio of area
is 6 = O.1. The transfer procedure is, in this example, performed

by muitiplications of the transfer matrix and the point matrix

for the stiffener, and is described for 6 strips pattern as
follows:

    Z6 = T6 'I's T4 Pr3 T3 T2 Ti Ze '''''''''''(2-26)

     Good agreement exists in the results obtained by both
methods. In Fig.2-19 the results for simply supported continuous

plates are given simultaneously to provide the upper limit of the

buckling coeffieient for this case.

     As the last buekling problem example, a simply supported
rectangular plate stiffened orthogonally under a uniform compres-

sion is analysed. The same mesh pattern as' in the previous exam-

ple is employed, and the ratio of rigidity is r= 5, 10 and the
ratio of area is 6 = O.1. In Fig.2-20 the buckling coeffieients

obtained by the FETM method are compared with those by the
finite element method and exaet solutions (14). Although cross

agreement exists between the results by the FETM and finite
element methods, the aecuracy of these results deereases as the

buckling mode increases. But it is seen that the aecuracy of the

results improve as the number of strips inereases.

2-5 CONCLUSIONS

     In this chapter, the proeedures of the eombined finite
element - transfer matrix method are applied to the bending and
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buckling problems of plated structures• Furthermore teehniques

for treatlng the complicated structures sueh as those with
intermediate elastic and rigid columns, and with stiffeners are

proposed. From the numerieal examples presented in this ehapter,
                                   'following conclusions are obtained.

     (1) In bending and buekling problems good agreement exists

between the FETM solutions and the exact solutions, whieh
demonstrates the accuraey of this method.

     (2) Since the size of the transfer matrix in the FETM method

is equal to the number of degrees of only one strip, this method

has the advantage of reducing the size of matrix to less than
that obtained by the ordinary finite element method for long
plated struetures.

     (3) Point matrices for elastic support and rib make possible

the applieation of the FETM method to bending and buekling
problems of the plates with intermediate elastic supports and

     (4) By using the techniques for intermediate rlgid column

and simple support, the transformation procedure can be performed

in a simple schematic manner.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

Ar

a
b
D
E
Er

F
Ir

Ki

K
k
Pk

Pr

T
t

z
B
r

6

cross seetion area of rib;
dimension of finite element or plate;
dimension of finite element or plate;
flexural rigidity of plate (Et3/12(1-v2));
modulus of elasticity of plate;
modulus of elasticity of rib;
force veetor;
moment of inertia of rib;
stiffness matrix of strip i;
stiffness matrix of rib;
buckling coeffieient (Pb2/7r2D);
point matrix for elastic column;
point matrix for rib;
transfer matrix;
thickness of plate;
state vector;
ratio of load (P,/P.);
ratio of rigidity (Er Ir/D); and
ratio of area (Ar/bt)•
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  Chapter 3 NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF PI,ATES BY A COMBINED FINITE

            ELEMENT-TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD

3-1 INTRODUCTION

     The finite strip method suggested by Cheung (B and the
transfer matrix method which was applied to plate vibration
problems for the first time by Leekie (7) have the advantage of

reducing the size of the matrix in the ordinary finite element

method, but these methods can be successfully applied only for
simple structures with particular eonditions, otherwise consi-

derable complications arise in the formulation of problems.

     The combined finite element - transfer matrix (FETM) method,

which has similar advantages to the previous two methods was
proposed for the first time by Dokainish (3) and has been
suecessfuliy applied to various linear problems (2,8,10,13,16).

A combined finite strip - difference calculus teehnique was
developed by Sundararajan and Reddy (18) and Thangam and Reddy

(19,20). However, there are no studies on the extension of this

method to geometric and material nonlinear problems.
                                                           '
     The purpose of this chapter is to propose a method of
analyzing the elastic-plastie large displaeement behavior of
structures under various loading conditions by the eombined
finite element-transfer matrix method. It is well known that in

the finite element method the eomputer storage and time requires

for analysis of nonlinear problems are usually more than those

involved ln linear problems. Thus it is expected that for long

structures in which these are significantly more strips than
nodes on section, advantages attainable through matrix size
reduction in the FETM method will become more evident.

     In this chapter the same incremental proeedures in the
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finite element method (5) can be applied, except for the evalua-

tion of ineremental displacements for each specified inere-
mental load. The Newton-Raphson method is employed in convergence

proeedures of eaeh iterative step. It is assumed that t,he
Prandtl-Reuss' law, and the von Mises yield criterion (21) are

valid in this chapter. In order to consider the extent of the
yielded portions in the directions of the cross sections, the
eross section of the structure is divided into some layers, and

geometric nonlinearity is considered by using a set of moving
eoordinate systems (ll).
                                                      '
     Some numerieal examples of nonlinear problems are proposed

and their results are eompared with those obtained by the
ordinary finite element method and others.

3-2 FINITE ELEMENT-TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD FOR NONLINEAR PROBLEMS

l) Transfer Matrix

    The plate, shown in Fig.3-1, is divided into m strips, each
of which is subdivided into finite elements. Although any type

of element may be used, triangular elements illustrated in
Fig.3-1 are used in this chapter. The vertical sides dividing or
bordering the strips are called sections.

    Assembling the tangent stiffness matrix of the elements
for each strip, the ineremental equilibrium equations for the
nodes on strip i are obtained as follows:

    K,A6i =AFi ••••••••••••(3-1)
in which K, = the tangent stiffness matrix of strip i; and A6,,

AE = the displacement and force increment vectors of strip i,
respeetively.
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     The transfer matrix relating the left and right displace-

ments and forces of the strip may be obtained by suitably
transforming the strip stiffness matrix into four submatrices;

then Eq.(3-1) becomes

    (:f: :il)i(2gfl]=(2:f)i ••••••••••••(3-2)

in which A6A;, A6ri, AFRj, and AFri = the left and right dis-
placement and force increment veetors of strip i, respectively;

and KAA, KRr, KrA, and K,r = the submatrices of K.

     By expanding Eq.3-2 and solving f'or A6r and AFr in terms of

A6R and AFR the following equations can be obtained:

    l21[l,-iK,A::;1klF8'AKAA KFf5;ri-i 1i,I2Sl, '''''''(3-3'

     On simplifying the notation, we obtain

    I2Fl:li-, i:,Y, :,IZ. g, liI2,::li ............,,-,,

or

    tNzri = Ti AzA, ••••••••••••(3-5)

     Eq.(3-5) can be recognized as the transfer matrix relating

the increment state veetors AzA and Az,• which consist of the dis-

placements and forees at a strip.

     After eontinuous multiplieations of the transfer matrix T,

the relation between the increment state veetors at two ends of
t,he structure is obtained (15).
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    Azm =UAze •••••t'•''••(3-6)
     On considering the left and right boundary conditions of the

structure, simultaneous equations are obtained from Eq.(3-6)

    UAze =UF ''•'''''''''(3-7)
     As the number of these equations is the same as that of the

unkRown state variables in Aze, they can be determined from
Eq.(3-7). Matrix a of Eq.(3-7) is obtained from matrix U by
deleting the columns corresponding to zero elements of Azz and
the rows corresponding to the nonzero elements of Azm; UF is the

foree vector of the external }oads.

       '
2) Tangent Stiffness Matrlx

     In the eombined finite element - transfer matrix method, a
transfer matrix is derived from a stiffness matrix used in the

ordinary finite element method. As the derivation of the stiff-

ness matrix is detailed (9,12), brief deseriptions which mainly

relate to elastic-plastic problems are given here. It is illus-

trated for the triangular plate element as shown in Fig.3-2 but

is general for the other types of elements.

     The displacements at any point within a triangular element,

Fig.3-2, can be represented as

    6p = Np 6p

    SB =NB 6B ••••••••••••(3-8)
in whieh Sp and SB = in-plane and out-of-plane displacement at

any point within an element, and 6p and 6B are nodal displace-
ments defined as follows:
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    6p = {Ul ,vl ,u2 ,v2 ,u3 ,v3 }T

    6B = {wl ,e.1,eyl,w2,e.2,ey2,w3,e.3,eyi }T .•••••••.••.(3-g)

and Np, NB are matriees of interpolating functions assoeiated
with the corresponding nodal displacements.

     For the nonlinear problems, a strain increment vector AE at
 'any point within an element is defined in terms of displacements
                                                 'as follows:

                   .i:u . ( iA.w )2

    ,,.2:ll. I2v ,-ll- (l2w]2

         A7xyl '                                2aAw                                       aAw                  eAu 3Av
          '                  -+- •                  ay ax Bx ay

           3wn BAw 32 Aw
               .           ax ax 2x2
                                B2 Aw                 3Aw           Bwz     + • -Z •t•••••••••(3-IO)        • 3y ay                                 "a y2
                 ?wz aAw 2B2Aw       3we aAw
          -+-       3x 3y ay Bx 2x2y
                        '    = BpA6p + thA6B + thA6B + lkA6B ••.•••••••••(3-11)
          '                                    '

    =BA6 t••••••••••(3-12)
in whieh u, v, and w are the displacements in the x, y, and z

directions, respectively; B), lk, lk, and lk are matrices
obtained by substituting Eq.(3-8) into Eq.(3-10), and B, A6 are

defined by identifieation of terms in Eqs.(3-11) and (3-12).

     Furthermore, a stress increment vector, Ao, ean be repre-
sented as follows:
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     A.- 2gl l- DAe

           Arxy1

in which D = the stress-strain matrix.

be deseribed in a later section.

     Applying the principle of virtual

the expressions of Eqs.3-l2 and 3-13,

ness matrix is obta'ined as follows:

k = f. B'D B dV

••••••••••• (3-13)

  Details of matrix

 displacements, and

the element tangent

D will

  usmg
 stiff-

••••••••••• (3-14)

3-3 STRESS-STRAIN MTRIX

     A description of the stress-strain matrices used in the
development of the element tangent stiffness matrix and the
caleulation of stress inerements due to an increment of load is

presented herein. For the element in the elastic range, the
elastic stress-strain matrix obtained from Hooke's law for the
isotropic material is used:

                lv O
           E    De= vl O --t---(3-15)          1-v2
                    (1-y)
                oo
                      2

in whieh E = modulus of elasticity, and v = Poisson's ratio.

     The plastic stress-strain matrix for the element in plastic

range is derived by applying the Prandtl--Reuss stress-strain
relation following the von Mises yield criterion; it can be
written as
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             De lli') Iig)' D.

                                             ••••••-••••(3-16)    Dp = De-
            H'+(/6)'De(/.a-l

in whieh a = {6x,ey,Txy}T = the stress vector; 5 = (ox2-ax oy+ay2

+37.,2)i-'2 is the equivalent stress; and H' = the slope of the

equivalent stress versus plastie strain curve in uniaxial test.

The derivation of Dp is given in Appendix 3-1.

     In calculation of equilibrating nodal forces at each
iteration step, to reduee the number of iterations required for

convergenee to the required accuracy, the stress-strain matrix

Dep is applied for the element, which is elastic during the
preceding eycle of the iteration but becomes plastic during the

current cycle. Dep is represented as follows:

    Dep = rDe + (1-r)Dp '''''''''''(3-17)

in whieh r = the weight coefficient given in Fig.3-3.

     In order to consider the extension of the yield portions in

the directions of thickness of the element, it is divided into
many layers, Fig.3-4, and linear distribution of the stress and

the stress-strain matrix is assumed to improve the efficiency of

the calculation. Hence, the stress of the k-th layer is repre-
sented by the stress at the upper and lower borders of the strip:

    e= (ok+i - 6k)! + -IL (ok+i + ak) •••••••••••(3--ls)

     g t, 2
     Similarly, the streFs-strain matrix is

    D= ('D,., - D,)! + -(D,., + D,) •••••••••••(3-19)

     g tk 2
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in which tk = the thiekness of the k-th layer, g= the distance

from the centroid of the k-th layer; and ak, Dk = the stress and

stress-strain matrix at the k-th border line. Integrations of
the stress a and the stress-strain matrix D requires for develop--

ment of the stiffness matrix are given in Appendix 3-2.

3-4 PROCEDURE FOR NONLINEAR PROBLEMS

     The proeedure for geometric and material nonlinear problems

by the combined finite element - transfer matrix method will now

be described.

1) Transformation of Nodal Displaeements

     In determining an equilibrium configuration of the structure

under a given set of loads, the current local displacements which

are related to the displaced local coordinate axes x, y, z, shown

in Fig.3-5, are used to determine the local nodal forces. The
loeal displacements are established by the transformation of
nodal displaeements from the global coordinate system to the
local coordinate system.

     A typieal element before and after deformation is shown in

Fig.3-5. Three sets of reetangular cartesian axes: (1) the
global coordinate system X, Y, Z; (2) the initial local coordi-

nate system x', y", z'; and (3) the displaced local coor-
dinate system x, y, z are defined. The last two of them translate

and rotate with the element. A referenee element, 1", 2", 3" is

established on the displaced loeal axes having the same shape and

size as the original element, 1, 2, 3, and the same relative
orientation to the local axes. The displacements 2"-2',3"-
3' and the corner rotations with respeet to the x and y axes
represent the loeal nodal displacement.
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     S' designates a point S after deformation and S" indicates

a point S in the referenee element. As shown in Fig.3-5, the
vector IS' may be described in two ways:

    - -) -    IS' = IS + SS' ••••••••••• (3-20)
or

    IS' = 11' + ltS" + S"S' •••••••••••(3-21)

     Equating the right hand sides of Eqs.(3-20) and (3-21) and

                      ----D -solving for the vector S"S', local displacement vector S"S' is
represented as follows:

    - - ---) ---) --D    S"S' = IS -1'S" + SS' -11' •••••••••••(3-22)

                               --in which the displacement vector SS' and 11' are related to the
global coordinate system.
                               ---)     Recognizing that the vector IS related to the initial local
                                         .eoordinate system is equal to the vector 1'S" related to the
global coordinate system, we obtain:

    lill=LA I\l ••••••••t••(3-23)

in whieh

                            I\ll •••••....,.(3-24)    I\l - LBTr - LATr + I\l - V

in whieh r= the vector iPt; LA, LB= the transformation matrices

relating the global coordinate system to the displaeed local one,

and the global system with the initial loeal one, respectiveiy.

U, V, and W are dispiacements which refer to the global
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eoordinate system and u, v, and w refer to the displaced local

one.

     The rotations in the local coordinate system may be recover-

ed from the following relationships:

             3w aw    e. = tan 3y # ay

              2w aw    ey = -tan 3x k- ax •••••••••••(3-25)
                                        ---""i'     As shown in Fig.3-5, the veetor p = OS' may be deseribed in

two ways:

        -- --) -    p= Ol + IS+ SS' ••t•••••••• (3-26)
or

        - - ---) -----)    p= Ol + 11t + i-S" + S"St •••••••••••(3-27)

Expressing as components related to the global coordinate system
(X, Y, Z), Eqs.(3-26) and (3-27) become:

    (iil = (ill1+ itB'IXy,:l+ Iill ''e'''''•••(3-2s)

or

    lill = Iii:' l + Iill 1 + LAT(Xyo:l + iztBTIill .•••••••••••(3-2g)

     Solving the last line of Eq.(3-29) for w, and recognizing
from Eq.(3-28) that W = Z - Zi, the following expression ean be

obtained:

    w = LA 3i (X- Xi -Ui ) + LA 32 (Y-Yi -Vi ) + LA 33 (W- Wi ) •t•••• (3-30)
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in whieh LA33, LA32, and LA33 - the components of the rotation

matrix LA, respectively.

     By differentiating both sides of Eq•(3-30) by x and y,
respectively, the foHowing expressions ean be obtained:

    'aw . 3w . 3X + ?w . 2Y
                      2Y                           Bx          3X    2x               ax

    3w . 2w . aX + Dw . 3Y                                             •••••••••••(3-31)                      2Y          ax                           ay               Ry    2y

in which

   -Z'tW :LA3i + Lg33 :lll ) lll\ = LA32 + LA33 :\

Considering that} in the displaced coordinate system (x, y, z), x

= xe+u and y = ye+v, the following expressions are obtained from
Eq.(3-29):

    X= Xl + Ul + LAMx + LA21y+ LA31w
    Y = Yi + Vi + LAi -dx + LA 22y + LA 32w ••••••••••• (3-32)

    Differentiating both sides of Eq.(3-32) by x and y,
respectively, the following expression can be obtained:

    ?X                     aw Bx                                            3w    2x = LAal + LA31 3x , 3y = LA21 + LA31 2y

    ?Y                     3w ?Y                                            Dw    2x = LA12 + LA32 ax , ay = LA22 + LA32 ay '''''(3-33)

     Substituting DX/2x, aX/3y, DY/Dx, and BY/3y obtained above

into Eq.(3-31) and considering Eq.(3-25), the rotational trans-

formation are finally established as follows:
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    9. = {(LA31-LA33ey)LA21 + (LA32+LA33ex)LA22}/or

    ed, = -{(LA3i-LA33ev)LAii + (LA3.-+LA33ex)LA.-i}/or •••(3-34)

in which

    or = 1 - (LA31-LA33ey)LA31 - (LA32+LA33ex)LA32

2) Iterative Scheme

     The convergence procedures of nonlinear problems by the
Newton-Raphson method, used in this paper, are illustrated in
Fig.3-6. If the solution M at load PM is known and incremental

loads are applied to the structure, only approximate displaee-

ments in the global coordinate system A6, can be est-imated by
solving the next ineremental equations:

    Azm = 'Irm Tm-i•••Ti Aze = U Azz •••••••••••(3-35)

in which Ti, T2••• are obtained from the tangent stiffness matrix

of the strip at the current stage.

     Transforming the nodal displacements from the global coordi-

nate system to the displaced local one, local nodal forees whieh

equilibrate the current loeal displacements are now determined
by premultiplying the local displacement by the element stiffness

matrix as follows:

    AfM =k,n A6M ''•••••••••(3-36)
in which AfM and A6M are the inerement of nodal forees and dis-

plaeements, respectively; and kM is the element stiffness matrix,

whieh contains no terms corresponding to the geometric non-
linearity.

    The differences between the applied loads and the equili-
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brating forces are the unbalaneed loads that must be reapplied to

the structure to estimate the next approximate solution at
load PM+i. This procedure is eontinued until the differences
between the equilibrating forces and the applied loads beeome
sufficiently small. The flow diagram of the calculation proeedure

developed in this chapter is shown in Fig.3-7.

3-5 NUMERICAL ExuPLES

     In order to confirm the aeeuracy of the procedure developed

above numerical results are compared with those obtained by the

ordinary finite element inethod and others.

     A square plate under uniform load with all edges elamped is

analysed for the first example. Fig.3-8 shows a comparison
between the FETM solutions with finite element solutions by 1):

Kawai (4}, 2): Sehmidt (17). In the numerieal calculation, a

quarter of the plate is divided into 3, 4, and 5 strips,
respectively, as shown in Fig.3-8. 0nly the geometrical non-
linearity is considered herein. Although the defleetions of the

FETM method are a little greater than those of other methods,
good agreement exists between these sets of results.

     In Fig.3-9, the stresses obtained from the FETM method for 4

strips are compared with those of the finite element method. The

agreement is good for membrane stress, but the flexural (tension

and compression) stresses of the FETM method are smaller. This is

mainly due to the fact that, in the FETM method, the stresses at

midpoint of the element in which maximum stresses are caused, are

taken.

     Fig.3-10 shows the deflections of the same plate as that
used in the previous example. The plate is, herein, divided into

2, 4, 6, and 8 layers and geometrical and material nonlinearity
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are taken into consideration. The yield stress ay is ass.umed to

be 3100kg/cm2. As shown in Fig.3-10, the effect of the number of

the layers on the result is small, hence, in numerieal examples

proceeded in this chapter the 4-layers are used.

     Fig.3-11 shows the center deflections of the in-plane
loaded, simply supported rectangular plate with a=b=100cm and
t=lcm. The initial deflection of plate bending mode is assumed,

and defined as follows:

                rr 7(     wa =dia sin xsin y •••••e••t••(3-37)                ab '
                                             '                                                   'in which xz = the maximum value of initial defleetion and here die

= t/10 is assumed. A quarter of the plate is divided into 2, 3,

and 4 strips and E=2.1xl06 kg/cm2 are used for calculation. In

Fig.3-11, the finite element solutions are also shown, in which

the same element and mesh pattern as those used in the FETM
method are employed, and both resuits eoineide completely with
eaeh other.

     The matrix to be considered in the finite element method is,

if the banded matrix is used, 125x35 for 4-strips mesh (8x4
elements), eompared 50Å~50 for the FETM method.

     Fig.3-12(b) shows the eenter line eonfigurations of a uni-

formly loaded bridge deck with four intermediate columns shown in

Fig.3-12(a). The half deck is divided into 4 strips and each
strip into 16 triangular elements. Geometrie and material nonlin-

earity are taken into consideration and yield stress oy js
3100kg/cm2. In the transfer procedure, the teehnique for the
intermediate rigid column proposed in chapter 2 is applied to
overcome the intermediate eolumn located at 2-nd and 4-th nodal

line. In this technique, the initial unknowns eorresponding to

the constrained displacements should be eliminated and new
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unknowns introduced.

     As shown in Fig.3-12(b), close agreement exists between the

resuits obtained by the FETM method and the finite element
method. The effect of geometrical noniinearity is mere substanti-

al compared to that of material nonlinearity, and the deflec-

ti6ns obtained by the nonlinear theory are, therefore,
smaller than those obtained by the linear one at both load
levels, and the first yield in the element oecurred at qe = 5.

The matrix to be considered in the finite element rnethod is
225Å~55, compared to 90Å~90 for the FETM method.

     Fig.3-13(b) shows the eenterline configurations of a uni-

formly loaded plate with an intermediate simple support shown in

Fig.3-13(a). Half oÅí the plate is divided into 8 strips and

each strip into 6 elements. The transformation procedure at the

intermediate simple supported nodal line can be performed in a

simple sehemat,ie manner by using the teehnique for the
intermediate simple support proposed in chapter 2. As shown in
Fig.3-13(b), both the results of the FETM method and the finite

element method are in good agreement. As in the previous
example, the deflections obtained by the nonlinear theory are
smaller than those obtained by the linear one} and the first
element yielding oecurred at qg = 4. The matrix to be considered

in the finite element method is l80Å~30 for this mesh pattern,
and in the FETM method 40Å~40.

    Table 3-1 shows comparisons of size of matrix and
computation time for the FETM method and the finite element
method in above examples, where it is assumed that computation
time is proportional to Nn2 (N = size of matrix, n = band width

of matrix). It is found from Table 3-1 that in computation time

the FETM has less advantage for example 2 (case of strips <
intervals), no or little advantage for example 1 ( case of strips

= intervals) and some advantage for example 3 (case of strips >
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intervals), but in size of matrix considerable advantage for all

examples.

3-6 CONCLUSIONS

     The combined finite element - transfer matrix method for the

 elastic-plastic problems with large displacement is studied.
The transfer matrix is derived from the tangent stiffness matrix

used in the finite element method. The Prandtl-Reuss' law obeying

the von Mises yield criterion is assumed, and a set of moving
coordinate systems is used to take geometric nonlinearity into

consideration.

     A eomputer program based on this theory has been developed.

In this program, proeedures used in the finite element method
based on load increment are employed exeept for the estimation of

approximate displacements for eaeh specified increment load.
From the numerical examples presented in this ehapter, following

conelusions are obtained:

     (1) Good agreement exists between the results obtained by

the FETM method and the conventional finite element method
based on ineremental procedures, whieh demonstrates the accuracy

of this method in the elasto-plastic problems with large deforma-

tion.

     (2) In the nonlinear problems, the FETM method has the
advantage of reducing the size of matrix eompared to the ordinary

finite element method as in the linear problems.

     (3) In the plate bending problems, the effect of the number

of the layers on the result is small, thus, in numerical examples

stated in this chapter} 4-layers pattern is used.
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APPENDIX 3-1 DERIVATION OF STRESS-STRAIN MATRIX

                                                               '
     The yield condition aceording to the von Mises criterion may

be represented by the yield surfaee whieh is given by

    F(aij)=a= oy •••••••••••(3-38)

where

    a= (ox2 + ox oy + oy2 + 3Txy2)i'2 •••••••••••(3-39)

is an equivalent stress and oy is a yield stress confirmed by a

uniaxial test. If principal stresses ai and o2 are taken with
rectangular eoordinates, the yielding curve given by Eq.(3-38)

can be an ellipse shown with a solid line in Fig.3-14.

     For an isotropic material strain-hardening curve is given by

    F(eij) =k •••••t••••• (3-40)
and this eurve ' can be represented by a dotted elliptie curve as

shown in Fig.3-14 whieh is similar to the original •yielding

curve.

     In the plastic flow theory, the incremental plastic-strain

vector dep is assumed to be described as follows:

           ?F    dEp = r' dX •••''''••••(3-41)           3e

where dx is a non-negative scalar, and o = aij.

     If a structure is in an elastic-plastic state, the incre-
mental strain veetor ds at any point may be considered as the sum

of an incremental elastic-strain vector dse and an incremental
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plastie-strain vector dep as follows:

    dE = dee + dep ••••••••••• (3-42)

The incremental elastie-strain veetor is given for plane stress
situation as follows:

    dSe=De-i dO '''''''''''(3'43)
                                     '
where

    De= i-: i I' (,-e')/,i •••••••••••(3-44)

is the elasticity matrix for a plane stress. Substituting
Eq.(3-41) and Eq.(3-43) into Eq.(3-42) yields

    do= D. (de- aF dx) •t•••••••••(3-4s)
                ?o

     When plastic yield is occurring the stresses are on the
yield surface given by Eq.(3-38). Differentiating this we can
write therefore

      3F    {a. }T do-da=O •••••••••••(3-46)

The value ij inereases as a function of equivalent plastie strain

lp, and the incremental value da is

    db = H' dEMp '''''''''''(3"47)
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where H' is the strain-hardening rate. Now an increment dWp of
the plastic work done during the plastic deformation is expressed

as follows:

    dWp=oT dEp ••••-•••••t(3-48)
Then, dWp can be represented by an equivalent stress e- and an

equivalent strain dip

    dWp = a- dSp •••••••t•••(3-49)
Using Eq.(3-38), (3-48), (3-49) in (3-41),

    dx=dg, •••••••••••(3--50)
Thus the increment da can be given by eliminating dlp from
Eq.(3-47) and Eq.(3-50) as follows:

    da=H' dx •••••••••••(3-51)
     Substituting Eqs.(3-45) and (3-51) into Eq.(3-46), the
following equation for non-negative scalar dx results:

                { 3F }T D, de
                  2e    dx =- •••••••••••(3-52)                  3F                             ?F
           H' +{ }T D. { }                  `ao 2o

Substituting the above equation into Eq.(3-45) and considering

the identity F = a, the incremental stress vector is then given

by
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do = Dp dE ••••••••••• (3-53)

where

Dp

Dp = De - Dp*

          2b
      De {
          3e
*

is a plastic stress-strain

   ?o}{ }T De   Do
 2a{} ao

matrix, and

The

tion

elements

 in the

     1
Dp =--
     s

where

    Sx, =

       a6H' +{ }T De       Do

 of the matrix

following form:

  S. 2 Sx Sy
 S. Sy sy2
 Sx Sxy Sy Sxy

Dp are given for

ggli1

 Sx y2 i

       E 2ox -ey          (+      1-v2              3

             2ox -oy       ESy= (v +      1-v2               3

       ESxy = Txy       1+v

     4 2ax -oys = - a2 H'+                       + Sy            Sx     93

v 2oy-ox )
    3

 2o. 'ax
   .)   3

2ay -ax

  3

••••••••••• (3-54)

plane stress situa-

......••••• (3-55)

+2SxyTxy
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APPENDIX 3-2 IN'I]EGRATION OF STRESS AND STRESS-STRAIN )(ATRIX

     Integration of stress a and stress-strain matrix D are as

follows:

    fodz =:, ii -il (ty. -i +tk ) ak

    iDdz =[}l -ll- (t,-,+v. )D,

                          22          lil l(Zkn>U-1+ tki21 )+( Z>tk+ :> ))Dk    JzDdz = E

                          2    fz2Ddz =[}i (t"if(z:-,+ tki -2i + Zk-5tk-i)

          + -li!PL• (z:+ :k2 + Zki tk)) D, •••••••••••(3-s6)

in which n = the number of layers, and zk = the distance f'rom the

eentroid of the structure to the centroid of the k-th layer
(Fig.3-4).
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NOTATION

The Åíollowing symbols are used in this paper

   a,b =
DeJ Dp =
     E=
     F=
FRJ Fr =
    H' =
     K=
     k=
    1"n =

 L, L+ =

    T=
t, tk =
U,V,W =

u7vJw =

    z=

dimensions of plate;
elastic and Plastie stress-strain matrices;
modulus of elasticity;
force veetor;
left and right force vectors ot' strip;
strain--hardening rate;
strip tangent stiffness matrix;
element tangent stiffness matrix;
element tangent stiffness matrix, which eontains'no
terms corresponding to geometrie nonlinearity;
transformation matrices relating the global
coordinate system with the displaeed iocal and
initial loeal one;
transfer matrix;
thickness of plate and layer;
displacements related to the global coordinate
system;
displacements related to the local coordinate
system;
state vector;
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6A

e,

'

'

 6
6r

 s
ey

 v
 e

b

displacement vector;
left and right displacement
strain vector;
rotations about x and y axis;
Poisson's ratio;
stress vector; and
equivalent stress.

vectors of strip;
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Table 3-1 Comparisons of Matrix Size and Computation Time

t

or
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1
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      Example
(4 Strips x 4

    Nn

  1
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   Nn2

       Example
(4 Strips x 8

     Nn

  2
Intervals)
   Nn2

      Example
(8 Strips x 3

    Nn

  3
Intervals)
   Nn2

FEM
FETrvl

4375
2500
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125000

12375
 8100

680625
729000

5400
1600

162000
 64000

N= Size of Matrix; n = Band Width of Matrix
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Chapter 4 NONLINEAR

A FINITE

 ANALYSIS OF THIN-WALLED MEMBERS BY

ELEMENT-[E'RANSFER MATRIX METHOD

4-1 INTLRODUCTION

     Thin-walled members are analyzed by the finite element
method, the finite strip method, etc., Among these methods, the

finite strip method suggested by Cheung (1), whieh is a
formulation of combining the finite element method and Fourier
series technique, has the advantage ef redueing the size of the

matrix in the ordinary finite element method. This method can be

successfully app!ied for the only simple thin-walled members with

constant cross section and particular boundary conditions;
otherwise considerable complication arise in the formulation of
problems.

     The finite element method is the most widely used and
powerful tool for analysis of thin-walled members with complex
cross sections (5,13). However, the disadvantage of this method

is that, in the case of complex and large structures, it is
necessary to use a large number of nodes, resulting is very large

matrices which require large eomputers for their management and

regulation. In order to overcome this disadvantage of the finite

element method, several teehnique have been proposed. Sakimoto
et al. (12) proposed to reduce the size of the system matriees by

using the two types of element, i.e. the plate element and the

beam element. The former element was adopted for regions
required to be discretized so refined, and the latter for other
regions. Okamura and Ishikawa (9) analyzed the multi-span plate

struetures by the stiffness matrix method combined with a
relaxation technique. In this appfoach, the displaeement

functions in series form and the point-matching method are
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adopted to derive the stiffness matrix of large-size reetangular

plate panels.

     In this chapter the method described in previous ehapter is

extended to linear and nonlinear problems of thin-walied members

under various loading conditions. The substrueturing procedure
used in the ft'nite element method (5) is, furthermore, adopted in

order to treat complex structures, such as I-section and
box-section plate girders wiVh vertieal stiffeners and web
perforations. In the nonlinear analysis, the same incremental
procedures in the finite element method can be applied, except

for the evaluation of incremental displacements. The Newton--
Raphson method (3) is employed in eonvergence procedures of each

iterative step. It is assumed that the Prandtl-Reuss' law, and
the von Mises yield criterion {10 are valid in this ehapter. In

order to consider the extent of the yielded portions in the
direetions of cross sections, the eross seetion of the structure

is divided into some layers, and geometric nonlinearity is
considered by using a set moving coordinate systems.

4-2 FINI{ISE ELEMEN[I`-TRANSFER )EATRIX METHOD FOR THIN-WALLED

    MEMBERS

     As the derivations of the tangent stiffness matrix and the

transfer matrix for the plate structure and the descriptions
related to the procedure for geometrical and material nonlinear
problems ard described in ehapter 3, descriptions which mainly

relate to the applieation of the FETM method to thin-walled
members are given here.

1) Transfer Matrix for Thin-Walled Members

The thin-walled member is, in the FETM method, divided into
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some strips, eaeh of which is subdivided into finite elements as

shown in Fig.4-1. Although two types of strip shown in Fig.4-2
may be used, folded strip shown in Fig.4-2(a) are used in this

paper, since it is expeeted that, for long struetures, advantages

attainable through matrix size reduction in folded strips pattern

are greater.

     Assembling the stiffness matrix of the elements for eaeh
strip, the equilibrium equations for the nodes on strip i are
obtained as follows:

    E=KsE 6: ''''''''''''(4-1)
in which Ksi = the stiffness matrix of strip i; and 6i and Fi =

the displacement and force veetors of strip i, respectively.

     By expanding Eq.(4-1) and solving for the right displacement

vector 6, and the force vector F, in terms of the left displaee-

ment vector 6A and the force vector FR, the transfer matrix
relating the left and right displacements and forces of strip can

be obtained:

     e[l. ,,.::f[k.i5fi,.. ,Ffki,-, g e:} .....,...,,-,,

     IJi O O lil Ji
or

    z; =Ti zi-i ••••••••••••(4-3)
in whieh KAA, KA,, KrR, and K,r = the submatrices of Ksi; and
subscripts R, r indicate the left and right sides of the strip.

2) Transfer Matrix for Substruetures

In the case of complex struetures sueh as I-section plate
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girders with vertical stiffeners and web perforations shown
in Figs.4-4(a) and 4-5(a), these members are divided into not
only strips shown in Fig.4-3(b) but also substructures in whieh

the vertieal stiffeners and web perforations are included as
shown in Figs.4-4(b) and 4-5(b). Since in such substructure,
adding boundary nodes, inner nodes are exist as shown in Figs.4-
4(b) and 4-5(b), the transfer matrix given in Eq.(4--2) can't be

applied to a substructure. The transfer matrix for a sub-
                                                      'structure is, therefore, derived herein. .
     By suitably transforming of the stiffness matrix of the sub-

strueture, which is obtained by assembling the stiffness
matrix of the elements for each substructure, the following
equation ean be obtained:

     Ellj-kliK:11K:liliillj ' •••'•••••••••(4-4)

in whieh, 6i, and Fi = the displaeement and force veetors at
inner nodes (Figs.4-4(b) and 4-5(b)), respectively; and KAA, KAi,

KAr, Km, Kli, Kr, Kt•R, Kri, and Krr = the submatrices of the
stiffness matrix of the substructure.

     Solving the seeond line of Eq.(4-4) for the 6, and sub-
stituting in the remaining equations, the following expressions

                                                    'are obtained:

    (:,Al,= [:f:::il:llIl:l ". Efl::ii K",i' l'[iKkl[];lg,R)i

         + (:fl:[ I, Il :l li ••..........,,-,,

or simplifying the notation:
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    l:i)i=(k'l k'i.)ilgili+l:l)i. . ••••••••••••(4-6)

By expanding and rearranging Eq.(4-6), it ean be shown after
various matrix manipulations that the left and right boundaries
can be related by the following expression:

                               '    (el)i=(,,,:k'!k,'5-ii,,, ,,"l2i,]i(S:Ii

         + (,, :K,,' iM,i, ,""i,,, li ••••••••••..(4-,)

                                                             '

or simplifying the notation:

    (Bl)i=(:gi ',Li]iIB:li+(:[llj ••••••••••••(4-s)

Adding one dummy equation to the system, the following equation
ean be obtained:

     Sl). Rl Rl' :[8 e:l , ............,,-,,

     IJi O O 1 iI Ji

which is the expanded transfer matrix relating the state vectors

of the left and right boundaries of a substrueture through the

intermediate degrees of freedom. The sizes of the state vector
and transfer matrix in Eq.(4-9) are same as those of the state

vector and transfer matrix in Eq.(4-3) for the strip shown in
Fig.4-3(b). Both transfer matrices can be, therefore, multiplied

each other. I-section plate girders shown in Figs.4-4(a) and
4-5(a) can be analyzed by the combined use of the transfer matrix

for the strip shown in Fig.4-3(b) and that for the substructures
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shown in Figs.4-4(b) and 4-5(b).

3) Transformation for Nodal Displacements

     In the determining an equilibrium configuration of the
structure under a given set of loads, the current local displace-
ments whieh are related to the displaced lociil coordinate axes x,

y, z, shown in Fig.4-6, are used to determine the local nodal
forces. The local displaeements are established by the trans-

formation of nodal displaeements from the global eoordinate
system to the loeal eoordinate system. The transformation
procedure for displaeements U = {u, v, w} employed in this
chapter is same as that for plate structures, and is described in

Chapter 3. Hence, only descriptions of the transformations of
rotations are presented here.

     A typical element before and after deformation is shown in
Fig.4-6. Four sets of rectangular cartesian axes: (1) the global

coordinate system (X, Y, Z); (2) the initial local coordinate
system (x', y", z'); (3) the displaeed local coordinate system

(x, y, z); (4) the coordinate system (X', Y', X'), which is
established by the parallel transformation of the initial local

coordinate system, such that the origin of this coordinate system

is coincide with that of the global coordinate system are
defined. Assuming that E, e", e, and E' indicate the unit
orthogonal veetors in above four coordinate systems, respec-
tively, the following expressions are obtained:

    e= LA E, e' = LB E, E' = LBE •••••••••••(4-10)

in which LA, and LB = the rotation matrices between the global

coordinate system and the displaced coordinate system, and the
global system and the initial system, respectively.

     S' designates a point S after deformation and S" indicates
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a point S in the reference element (1", 2", 3"), established on

the displaced local axes having the same shape and size as the
original element (1, 2, 3).
                                       -     As shown in Fig.4-6, the vector p = OS' may be described

in two ways:

       - --) -    p= Ol+ IS+SS' •••••••••••(4-11)
or

       ----    p= Ol + 11' + 1'S'r + S"S' •••••••••••(4-12)

Expressing as eomponents related to the eoordinate system (X',
y', Z'), Eqs.(4-11) and (4-12) beeome:

    Illl = Ill ll + IXyo:l + (X'll '''''''''''(4-i3)

    (iili = Iiil ll ' (illl ll ' LT `(io;:l' vli]l '''''''''''(4-i4)

in whieh L = the rotation matrix between the initial coordinate

system and the displaced coordinate system, i.e. L = Lfi LBT.

     Solving the last line of Eq.(4-14) for w, and recognizing
from Eq.(4-13) that W* = Z' - Zi", the following expression ean

be obtained:

    w = L31 (XX- Xl *- Ul *) + L32(Y+- Yi *- Vl X) + L33(W*- Wl *)

                   ' •••••••••••(4-15)

in which L3i, L32, and L33 = the components of the rotation
matrix L, respectively. By differentiating both sides of Eq.(4-
                               '
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15) by x and y, respeetively, the following expressions can be

obtained:

    2w ?w aX" Bw ?Y'       =.+.                    ay*          ex*                         3x    ex               px

    3w m ?w . ax++ Bw . ayx                                             •e'''''''''(4-16)       - aX' 3y ?Y" Dy    ay

in which

                                         aw*                   2W* Dw    aw                             = L32 + L33       = L31 + L33                   ax*' ey*                                         DY*    BX*

     Considering that, in the displaced coQrdinate system (x, y,

z), x= xz +u and y= yz + v, the following expressions are
obtained from Eq.(4-14):

    X* = Xl ++ Ul *+ Ll lx + L21y + L31w

    Y* = Yl *+ Vl *+ L12x + L22y+ L32w •••••••••••(4-17)

    Differentiating both sides of Eq.(4-17) by x and y,
respeetively, and substituting aX'/Bx, 2X'/?y, 3Y'/ax, and DY'/?y

obtained above into Eq.(4-16), the rotational transformations are

finally established as follows:

    e. = {(L3i-L33ey*)L2i + (L32+L33ex')L22}/or

    e, = -{(L3i-L33ey*).Lii + (L32+L33ex*)L2i}/or •••••••(4-18)

in whieh

    ex*= 2W*/3Y*, ey*= -3WYaX*
    or = 1-(L31 - L33ey*)L31-(L32 + L33ex')L32

     It is eonfirmed by the authors that the solutions obtained
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by the procedure described here are, in the plate structure
                                                'problems, exactly coincide with those obtained by Komatsu's
procedure (3).

4-3 NUMERICAL EXAI(PLES

1) Box-Section Plate Girder

    To examine the accuracy and efficieney of the FETM method, a

box-section plate girder loaded at the midspan shown in Fig.4-7

is analyzed, and the results obtained by the FETM method are
eompared with those obtained by the finite element method, where

t}.ie same element and mesh pattern as those used in the FETM
method are employed.

     In the numerical calculation, a quarter of the entire system

is divided into 4, 6, 8, and 10 strips, and each strip into 8
triangular elements for every dividing patterns as shown iR
Fig.4-7. Neither geometrical nor material nonlinearity is,
herein, taken into eonsideration, and both ends of the box-
section plate girder are fixed in this example.

     Fig.4-8(a) shows a comparison between the deflections at the

point C in Fig.4-7 obtained by the FETM method and those obtained

by the finite element method. As shown in Fig.4-8(a), both
results coineide within three significant figures with eaeh
other. Fig.4-8(b) shows a comparison of computation times of
both methods in this example. It can be seen that, in computation

time, although the FETM method has less advantage for the small

number of strips pattern (4 and 6 strips pattern), this method

has much advantage for the large number of strips pattern (8 and
10 strips pattern). Fig.4-8(e) shows a eomparison of the matrix

sizes required in both methods.' The matrix size in the finite

element method increases as the number of strips, i.e. the number
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of total nodes increases, and if the banded matrix is used, it is

given by {(the number of total nodes) Å~ (degrees of freedom)} x

(the band width). The matrix to be considered in the finite
element method for this example is, therefore, 25Å~6x42 = 6300 for

4-strips pattern, 35Å~6Å~42=8820 for 6-strips pattern, 45x6Å~42 =

11340 for 8-strips pattern, and 55Å~6Å~42 = 13860 for 10-strips

pattern in this example. On the other side, the matrix size in

the FEI]M method is dependent on the number of degrees of freedom

for only one strip in contrast with the finite element method,
and it is given by {(the number of nodes on a section) x (degrees

of freedom)Å~2}2. The matrix to be considered in the FETM method
is, (5Å~6Å~2)2=3600 for every dividing pattern.

2) Simply Sup orted Plate with a Perforation

     To iilustrate the efficiency of the FETM method bas.ed on

the substructuring procedure developed in this chapter, the
in-plane loaded simply supported plate with a center perforation,

as shown in Fig.4-9(a) (a=b=100cm, t=lcm, r=a/10) is analyzed. A

quarter of the plate is divided into two types of strip shown in
Fig.4-9(b), and in the strip lneluding a perforation, 3 nodes

are inner nodes among all the 13 nodes. Geometrieal and material

nonlinearity are taken into consideration here, and the modulus
of elasticity E=2.1Å~10e kg/cm2, t,he yield stress oy=3100kg/cm2,

and the Poisson's ratio v = O.3 are used in numerical ealeula-

tion. The initial defleetion of plate bending mode is assumed,

and defined as follows:

               rr n    w= wh sin xsin y •••••••••••(4-19)               ab
                        '                            'in which we = the maximum value bf initial defleetion and here we

= tllO is also assumed. In Fig.4-9(a) the out-of-plane
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displacements at point C obtained by the FETM method are

with tl}ose by the finite element method. In the finite

method, the same element and mesh pattern as those used

FETM method are employed, and complete agreement exists

results.

3) Box-Section Plate Girder with Web Perforations

compared

 element

 in the
in both

     To illustrate the efficiency of the FETM methods based on

the substructuring procedure for the thin-walled member, a
box-seetion plate girder with web perforations loaded at the
midspan shown in Fig.4-10(a) is analyzed, and numerical results

are compared with those obtained by the finite element method. A

quarter of the entire system is divided into 10 strips as shown
in Fig.4-10(a). [Irhe strip ineluding web perforation (Fig.4-10(c))

is divided into 20 triangular elements. Among all the l8 nodes
of this strip, 8 nodes are inner nodes. Geometrical and material

nonlinearity are taken into consideration, and the modulus of
elasticity E = 2.lxl06 kg/cm2, the yield stress oy = 2800kg/cmÅí',

and the Poisson's raPio v = O.3 are used for numerical caleula-

tion. Other dimensions are indicated in Fig.4-10(a), and both

ends of the box-section plate girder are fixed. The notation
qey indicated in Fig.4-10(a) is the load level corresponding to

the yield stress for the box-seetion plate girder without web
perforation.

     Fig.4-11(a) shows the comparison between the eenter deflec-

tions of flange at x=O.25L, O.4L and O.5L (Points 1, 2 and 3 in

Fig.4-11(a)) obtained by the FETM method and those obtained by

the finite element method. As shown in Fig.4-11(a), good agree-

ment exists between both results.

     Fig.4-11(b) shows the eomparison between the out-of-plane

displacements of web at points 1 and 2 in Fig.4-11(b) obtained by

both methods, and good agreement exists between both results.
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4) I-Seetion Plate Girder with Web Perforations

     I-seetion beam loaded at the midspan with consecutive web
perforations, as shown in Fig.4-12(a), is analyzed, and numerical

results are cornpared with those obtained by the finite element

method. [Phe half member is divided into five same substructures,

and each substructure into 30 triangulai" elements, as shown in

Fig.4-12(b). Among all the 26 nodes of each substructure, 12
nodes are inner nodes. Geometrical and material nonlinearity are

taken into consideration, and the modulus Of elasticity E =
2.1Å~106 kg/cm2, the yield stress oy=2800kg/cm2, and the Poisson's

ratio v = O.3 are used for calculation. Other dimensions are
indicated in Fig.4-12(a), and both ends of the I-section plate

girder are fixed, as in the previous example. The notation qey
indicated in Fig.4--i2(a) is the load level corresponding to the

yield stress for the I-section plate girder without web perfora-

                                  '

     Fig.4-13(a) shows the eenter defleetions of the upper and
lower flanges at x = O.IL, O.3L, and O.5L. In Fig.4-13(a), the

finite element solutions are also shown, and both results
eoincide with each other. The defleÅëtions at x = O.IL and O.3L

inerease almost linearly, and very Iittie difference exists
between the deflections of• the upper and lower flanges, so that

it can't be distinet in Fig.4-l3(a). On the other hand, in the

defleetion of the upper flange at x = O.5L, the material nonlin-

earity becomes significant from load level qo=2.5 and is greater

eompared with that of the lower flange.

     Fig.4-13(b) shows the out-of-plane displacements of midpoint

of web at x = O.IL, O.2L, O.3L, O.4L, and O.5L. Good agreement

exists between the results obtained by the FETM method and the
finite element met,hod as the defleetions of the flange.

     Figs.4-14(a) and 4-14(b) show the axial stresses of the
upper and lower flange (A and B in Fig.4-14(a)), and the axial

                                                       '
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stresses of the web (C and D in Fig.4-14(b)). Both the results of

the FETM method and the finite element method are also in good

agreement.

    The matrix to be considered in the finite element method is,

if the banded matrix is used, 726Å~84 for this example, compared
to 84Å~84 in the FETM method.

5) I-Section Plate Girder with Stiffeners Subjected to

!tateral Load

     I-section plate girder with stiffeners subjected at the mid-

span to lateral line load across the upper flange, shown in
Fig.4-15(a),is analyzed. The half member is divlded into 4 strips

and 2 substructures, and these are into 12 and 36 triangular
elements, respectively, as shown in Fig.4-15(b), (c). Among all

the 24 nodes of each substrueture, 10 nodes are inner nodes. The

yield stresses of the member is assumed to be ay = 2800kg/cm2,

and other material constants and boundary conditions are same as

those in the previous example. The notation qay indieated in
Fig.4-15(a) is the load level corresponding to the yield stress

for the I-seetion plate girder without stiffener.

     Fig.4-16(a) shows the eenter deflections of the upper and
lower flanges at x = O.267L, O.4L, and O.5L. In Fig.4-16(a), the

finite element solutions are also shown, and both resu}ts
coineide with each other. Every deflection shows the similar
behavior, and the material nonlinearity becomes substantial from

the load level of qe = 11. In the defleetions at x= O.267L and
O.4L, very little difference exists between the defleetions of

the upper and lower flanges, so that it can't be distinct in
Fig.4-16(a).

     Fig.4-16(b) shows the out-of-plane displaeements of web at

point A and B in Fig.4-16(b). Point A is a point of the seeLjon

with the stiffener, and point Ba point of center web. In the
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displaeement at point B, the material nonlinearity becomes
substantial from the load level of qe=11. Although the displaee-

ment at point A is very little until load level qe=3, it beeomes

substantial from this ioad level.

     Figs.4-17(a) and 17(b) show the axial stresses of the upper

and lower flange (A and B in Fig.4-17(a)), and the axial stresses

of the web (C in Fig.4-17(b)). Both the results of the FETM
method and the finite element method are also in good agreement.

6) I-Section Plate Girder with Stiffeners under In-Plane

Axial Load
                             '     For the last example, stiffened I-section plate girder sub-

jeeted at the edges to in-plane axial load, as shown in Fig.4-18,

is analyzed. Numerical ealeulations are, in this example,
proceeding for the following three models. (1) Model I; a model

composed of only a sub-panel between the vertieal stiff-
eners, shown in Fig.4-19(a). It is assumed that, in this model,

both side boundaries are simply supported, altd upper and lower

boundaries are fixed. (2) Model ll; a model cut out from entire

strueture by two adjacent vertical stiffeners shown in Fig.4-
19(b). In this model, the effects of the flanges on the behaviors

of the structure ean be, therefore, taken into cosidera-
tion, and side boundaries are simply supported as in Model
I. (3) Model m; a total system model of the I-section plate
girder, shown in Fig.4-19(e). In this model, not only the effects

of the flanges but also of the stiffeners can be taken into con-

sideration, and both end boundaries are fixed.

     In Models I and g, the initial deflection of plate bending

mode defined in Eq.(4-19) is assumed, and maximum value of
initial deflection wz = Åí/5 is used here. On the other hand, in

Model m the initial deflection given above is assumed for every

sub-panels between the vertieal stiffeners, but no initial
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deflection is assumed for the flange, as shown in Fig.4-20(a).

The yield stresses of the web and flanges are assumed to be oy =
2800kg/cm2 and the yield stress of the vertical stiffener as.y =

4000kg/cm2, and other material constants are same as those in the

previous example. The half member is, in model m, divided into 6

substructures, and each substrueture into triangular finite
elements as shown in Fig.4-15(b), (c),

     Fig.4-21 shows the out-of-plane displaeements at the mid-
point of web, where the displacement for Model m is of the center

web.'It is shown from Fig.4-21 that until the load level of about

P/Pcr=2.0 the load-deflection curves for every model show similar

tendeneies, and the deflection for Model I is greatest, and that

for Model M is next. Since over this load level, in Models I and

ll, the effeets of the geometrical nonlinearity on the behaviors

of the I-section plate girder become substantial, the inereasing

rate of the defleetions for Models I and ll become smaller. On
the other hand, the defleetion for Model m inereases suddenly in

contrast with Models I and il, and the ultimate strength for
Model dl is approximately 20% less than that for Model I. In
Fig.4-20(b), the mode of deflection of Model m at the load level

of P/Pcr = 2 is shown.

4-4 CONCLUSIONS

    The combined finite element - transfer matrix method is ex-

tended to the linear and nonlinear problems of thin-walled
members, and a computer program based on this theory has been
developed. The following conelusions can be drawn from this
study:

     (1) Good agreement exists between the results obtained by

the FETM method and the standard finite element method not only
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in the linear problems but also in the nonlinear problems, which

demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed method.

     (2) From numerieal examples presented in this chapter, it is

shown that this method can be successfully applied to the long

thin-walled members by redueing the size of the matrix and the

computation time relative to }ess than that obtained by the
finite element method.

     (3) By adopting the transfer matrix for substructures
derived in this chapter, complex thin-walled members, sueh as
I-section and box-section plate girders with vertical stiffeners

and web perforations, can be treated easily.

     (4) Considerable differences exist between the results for

the model of entire system and for the model cut out from the
strueture.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper

De ,Dp ,

FA

Ln

De p

  E
  F
7 Fr

  H

  K
  k

lv

, LB

    T=
u,v,w =

elastic, plastie and elastic-plastic
stress-strain matrices;
modulus of elasticity;
force veetor;
left and right foree vectors of strip;
slope of the equivalent stress versus plastie
s.train curve;
strip tangent stiffRess matrix;
element tangent stiffness matrix;
element tangent stiffness matrix, which contains
no terms corresponding to geometrie nonlinearity;
transformation matrices relating the global
coordinate system with the displaced loeal and
initial local one;
transfer matrix;
displacements related to the global eoordinate
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u7v)w

    z
zA}Zr
    6
6A)6r

    e
e,}ey

    v
    o
    (ii

system;
displacements related to the
system;
state vector;
left and right'state veetor
displacement vector;
left and right displaeement
strain veetor;
rotations about x and y axis
Poisson's ratio;
stress vector; and
equivalent stress.

 local eoordinate

of strip;

vectors of strip;

      '
;
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Chapter 5 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
   ELEMEN[E'-TRA)ISFER

OF PLATES BY A

MATRIX METHOD

coMBINEDFINITE

5-1 INTRODUCTION

     In general, the transient response of eomplex structures
subjected to random excitations can be obtained by the modal
superposition or direet integration methods. In the modal
superposition method, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the

resulting system are first computed. Then the response of the

structure is formulated as a linear combination of the mode
shapes (8). However, since this method is based on the assumption

of linear behaviour, application of this method is restricted to
a narrow range (1). In the direct integration method, the system

of equations of motion is integrated by a numerical step-by-step

proeedure sueh as the Newmark B, Houbolt, Wilson e and central
difference methods (2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16). These methods do not

require any restrietive assumptions on the damping properties and

they are widely employed in linear and nonlinear dynamic
problems (19). However, in the ease of a complex structure, it is

neeessary to use a large number of nodes, resulting in a need of
very largb eomputers for their management and regulation.

     In this chapter a method of ana}yzing the linear transient

response of struetures under various random excitations by the
combined finite element - transfer matrix method (FETM) is pro-

posed. The combined use of finite element and transfer matrix
was proposed by Dokainish for the free vibration problems of
plates (7). Since the publication of Dokainish's paper in 1972,

several authors have proposed refinements and extensions of this
method for static and free vibration problems (5, 6, 9, 11, 13,
14, 18).
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This study is an extension of this method to the transient
analysis of the plate structures subjeeted to random out-of-plane

and in-plane excitations. The Newmark B method is used for time

integration, but other integration methods such as the Houbolt,

Wilson e and central difference methods may be used. Also the
technique of exehanging the unknown state veetor is lntroduced to

avoid the propagation of round-off errors oceurring in recursive
multiplieations of the transfer and point matriees.

     Some numerical ,examples of the plates subjected out-of-plane

and in-piane excitations are propoSed and their results are
compared with those obtained by other methods.

5-2 DIRECT INTEGRATION METHOD
               '

     The governing equation for a plate subjected to out-of-plane

excitation at time ts+i = (s+1)At, where s is the number of
                                                'time steps At, is generally given by

    M U.+i +C U.+f +K u,+i = F.+i ••••••••••••(5-1)

in which M, C and K are mass, damping, and stiffness matrices;

us+i, ihs+i, Us+h and Fs+i are the displaeement, veloeity,
aeceleration, and force veetors at time ts+h respectively.

    As described previously, the Newmark B method is used for
time integration. In this method we assumed variations for the
displacement, u, and velocity, U, in the time interval At to be

such that the values at beginning and end of the time step are
related by equations of the form

                         1    Us+i =Us +At tts +('- -B) At2 Us +BAt2 Us+i ''''(5-2)
                         2
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ths+i = ks + (1 - 7) At Us +7 At Us+1 ••••• (5-3)

where B and r are parameters that can be determined to obtain
integration aecuracy and stability. When B= 1/6 and r = 1/2,
this method reduees to the linear aeceleration method, and when B

= 1/4 and 1 = 1/2, to the constant average aeceleration method.

Solving Eq.(5-2) for Us+i in terms of us+i and then substituting

for its+i in Eq.(5-3), we obtain equations for Us+i and ils+i, each

in terms of the unknown displaeement us+i on!y:

         7
Us +1 =
       BAt

         1
Us +1 =
       BAt2

Us+i + Ps

us+i + Rs

••-••••••••• (5-4)

•••••••••••• (5-5)

where

        7
Ps =- Us +      BAt

         1
Rs =-  BAt2 Us -

   7(1--)a, +
   B

  1 us -(
 BAt

    7(1-      )AtUs
   2B

l
   -1)Us
2B

•••••••••••• (5-6)

•••••••••••• (5-7)

    The functions Ps and Rs involve variables at

only, and hence can be considered as the historical

formulation. Substituting Eqs.(5-4) and (5-5) into
equations of motion (5-1) at time ts+i, we have:

previous time
    ' part in the
 the governing

G Us +i = a+1 -••••••••••• (5-8)

where G

external

is the

 force

effective stiffness matrix, Q

vector, and these are given as

is the
 fo1lows:

generalized

       1G= M+    BAt2
 r
    C+KBAt •••••••••••• (5--9)
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    a+i = F.+i -Mk -c F. •••••••••••(s-io)

     Eq.(5-8) is an equation with unknown variables us+i only,
and hence the dynamic analysis of the plates at each time step (s
= 1, 2,•••) ean be treated as a static problem.

    '
5-3 FINITE ELEMENT-TRANSFER MTRIX METHOD FOR DYNAMIC AblALYSIS

  '

1) Transfer and Point Matrices

     To calculate the dynamie response of the given structure
using FETM method, it is required to formulate first the transfer

matrix which transfers the state variables (displacement and
foree) from the left section of strip i to the right section in

Fig.5-1.
                                        '     The relation between the state variabies of strip i can be

deseribed as follows:

    Ni =Giu •••tft••••t(5-11)
where Gi is the effeetive stiffness matrix for strip i, and Ni
and ui are foree and displacement vectors of •strip i, respec--

tively.

     Matrix Gi is partitioned into four submatriees. Eq.(5-11)

then becomeS:

    (8f". gf[](:f)i-(:fli •t•••••••••(s-i2)

where uR, ur, NA and Nr are the left and right displaeements and

forces of strip i, respeetively. By e5cpanding Eq.(5-12) and

solving for uri and N,; in terms of uAi and Nn; the following
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equations ean be obtained;

    Ii[l,-l:,!i :,li e21ilg:li (s--i3,

or

    zri= T; zRi ''''''-''•'(5-14)
where

    TM = -GRrNIGRR, T12= GAr-1
    T2 1 = Gr A - Gr r GRr-1 GARe T2 2 = Gr r GAr rr 1

and GAft, GAr, GrR and G,r are the submatrices of matrix G in Eq.

(5'9); uAi, ur;, NAi and Nri are the left and right displaeement

and foree vectors of strip i at time ts+i, respeetively.

     It should be noted here that the transfer matrix derived
above does not contain a time variable, and so it must be derived

only once at the start of the analysis. This results in
considerable time reduÅëtion and aecuracy improvement because the

inversion of matrlx GR,, which is required in the derivation of

the transfer matrix, is a source of some numerieal errors.

     It is required next to derive the point matrix which relates

the state vectors just to the left and right of section i. The
deflections are continuous across the section, so that

uiR = uiL ••c•''''''' (5-15)

where uiL and uiR are the displacement vectors

and right of seetion i, respeetively.

     Considering the equilibrium of forces in

the following expression:

just to the left

Fig.5-2, we obtain
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    NiR=Qi +N]L •••••••••••(5-16)
                                  '
where NiL and NR are the force vectors just to the left and
right of seetion i, respectively, and ai is the generalized load

vector aeting on seetion i, which is evaluated from the general
Ioading function in Eq.(5-10).

     These two relations may be expressed in matrix notation as

    (Xl[=[,i ?),(X)1+(g)i ••••••t••••(s-i7)

                            '
     The two matrix terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(5-17) may

be brought together as a single term in the following way:

Iil[-(i :• il,Iil) •••••••••••(s-is)

or

    ziR=Pi z;L •••e••t•t•• (5-19)
                        '
     Once the transfer and point matrices have been formulated

for each strip, the state veetors at the section are determined

by the same proeedures as those used in the standard transfer
matrix method (17).

     After continuous multiplications of the transfer matrix T
                                                        'and the point matrix P, we obtain the relation between the state

veetor at the section i, zi, and the unknown state veetor at left

boundary, Zz:

    zs =Ui 2z •••••••••••(5-20)
or
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    Iljl,=(g {l, lil, (5-2i)

where U; = Pi Ti P; -i Ti -i ••• Pi Ti , and Åí is the force vector of the

generalized load. When the last station m is reached, Eq.(5-21)

becomes

     il.= (g {). (Iz}, . •••••••••••(s-22)

     The known state variables at the right-hand boundary are
substituted into the above relationship to determine the unknown

state variables in zz. After the initial state vector zz is
known, the state veetors at the sections ean be obtained by
recursively applying Eq.(5-20) until all the state vectors are

known.

     Once the displacement of the whole structure at time ts+i is

obtained, the veloeities and accelerations at time ts+i are
evaluated from Eqs.(5-4) and (5-5), respectively.

2) Improvement for In-Plane Excitation

     The formulations described above are eoneerned with the
plate subjeeted to out-of-plane excitations. In the case of the

plate subjeeted to in-plane excitations, some attention is,
however, required. The equation of motion for this case is given
by

    M Us+i + C "s+i + (K + F's+iKg)us+i = O '''''''''''(5-23)

where Kg is the geometrieal stiffness matrix; F's+i is the
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in-plane excitation at time ts+i. It is apparent that Eq.(5-23)

is a nonlinear expression because F's+i is a time variable.

     In the analysis of plates subjected to in-plane excitation,

the transfer matrix in Eq.(5-13) must be, therefore, evaluated

for every time stage. This results in a considerable increase in

compuÅíati'on time. In order to overcome this disadvantage of the

proposed method, we rewrite Eq.(5-23) approximately as follows:

    M Us+i +C Us+i +K u,+i = F.+i •••••••••••(5-24)

where Fs+i = -F's+iKglls ean be eonsidered as a known variable
evaluated from the displacement at previous time ts. Therefore
the transfer matrix T must be evaluated only once as in the case

                                           'of out-of-plane excitation.

3) Exehange of the State Veet6rs

     It is pointed out that, in the standard transfer matrix
method, recursive multiplieations of the transfer and point
matrices are sources of round-off errors, and this is also true

in the proposed method. In order to minimize these errors we
introduce the technique deseribed as follows for plates with many

elements. Eq.(5-21), whieh relates the state veetor at the
section i and the unknown state vector at left boundary, may be

written as follows:

    Igl,-(/g; ill,ll), ,,-,,,

     Solving for 2z in terms of ui, the following expression can
be obtained:
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    2z = EiiTiui - ifli -ifii •••••••••••(5-26)

     Substituting in the remaining equation of Eq.(5--25), we

obtain:

    N, = 62illii-iui -- g2itiii-1fli + f2i •••••••••••(5--27)

     Eq.(5-27) and the identity ui = u yield the alternative
expression of Eq.(5-25):

     UNI I, = fi2 1i'i Mi -'" fi2 Ui 91i fa + f2 j, (:l, ''''''''''' (5 -` 28)

                   'or

    zj =uj'z •••t•••••••(5-29)
    Hereafter matrix multiplieations continue in the usual
manner using, however, 2; instead of 2a.

5-4 NUMERICAL EXAIY[PLES

     In order to investigate the accuracy as well as the
capability of the proposed method, some numerical examples of the

plates subjected to out-of-plane and in-plane excitations are
presented, and the results obtained by the FETM method are
compared with those obtained by the ordinary finite element
method. In the numerical examples stated in this chapter, the

triangular element with three degrees of freedom per node is
used, and the effeet of damping is negleeted.
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1) Transient Analysis of Plates Subjected to Out-of-Plahe

Excitations

     A simply supported square plate subjeeted to the out-of-
plane periodie foree at the center (P(t) = Pisincat, Pi = 1.0kg, ca

= 257rad), shown in Fig.5-3, is anaiyzed for the first example.

In the numerical ealeulation} a quarter of the plate is divided

into 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 strips, and each of which is subdivided
into 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 triangular elements, respectively. The

results obtained by the FETM method coincide eompletely with
those obtained by the finite element method for every mesh
pattern. In the finite element method, the same element and mesh

pattern as those used i,n the FETM method are employed.
Figs.5-4(a) and 5-4(b) show, for example, comparisons between the

dynamic responses of the deflections by both methods for 3 and 5

strips mesh patterns} where time step At = O.OOO05 sec is used
for 3 strips mesh pattern and At = O.OOO02 see for 5 strips mesh

pattern. In the numerical calculation by the FETM method for 5

st,rips mesh pattern, the technique of exchanging the state
veetors presented in this chapter is introdueed at the third
nodal line to avoid the propagation of round-off errors. In
Fig.5-4(b), the results obtained by the FETM method without
exchanging the state vectors are also shown to illustrate the
effieiency of this teehnique.
                                        '                                                      '     Fig.5-5 shows eomparisons of eomputation time,for the FETM

method and the finite element method in this example. It is
found from Fig.5-5 that although in eQmputation time the FETM has

less advantage for a small number of elements patterns, it has

much advantage for a number of elements patterns.

     Figs.5-6(a) and 5-6(b) show the dynamie responses of an all

edges elamped plate subjected to the out-of--plane excitation at

the eenter (P(t) = Pisincat, Pi = 1.0kg, w = 257rad). In the
numerieal caleulation, a quarter of the plate is divided into 3
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and5strips and eaeh of which is subd.ivided into 6 and 10
triangular elements, respectively. Ti.me step At = O.OOO05 sec is

used for 3 strips mesh pattern and At = O.OOO02 sec for 5 strips
mesh pattern. As shown in Figs.5-6(a) and 5-6(b), close agree-

ments exist between the results obtained by the FETM method and
the finite element method. In the numerical ealeulation for 5
strips mesh pattern by the FETM method, the technique of exchang-

ing the sate vectors is used as in the previous example.
 '

2) Transient Analysis of Plates Subjeeted to In-Plane Exeitations

     To illustrate the effieiency of the FETM method based on the

approximate equation(5-24) for in-plane exejtations, a simply

supported rectangular plate subjected to in-plane excitation
(P(t)=Pz+Pisinwt, Pe=IOOkg, Pi=1.0kg, a}=257rad), as shown in

Fig.5-7, is analyzed. The initial deflection of plate bending
mode is assumed, and defined as follows:

                7r rr    we=We sin xsin y ••••••••••i(5-30)                aa

in which diz = the maximum value of initial def!ection and here we

= h/10 is assumed. A quarter of the plate is, in numerical calcu-

Iation, divided into 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 strips, and each of which

is subdivided into 2, 4, 6, 8 and .10 triangular elements, respee-

tively.

     Fig.5-8(a) shows the dynamic responses of the defleÅëtions at

points 8, 12 and 16 in Fig.5-7 for 3 strips mesh pattern, where
time step At = O.OOO05 sec is used. In Fig.5-8(a), the result
obtained by the finite element method based on Eq.(5-23) is also

shown, in whieh the same mesh pattern and time step as those used

in the FETM method are employed. Very little difference exists

between the results, so that the plots in Fig.5-8(a) are not
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distinct. In Fig.5-8(b), the response of the deflections at the

center of the plate for 5 strips mesh pattern by the FETM method

are compared with those by the finite element method. In the FETM

method, the teehnique of exchanging the state vectors is intro-

duced for this mesh pattern.

     Fig.5-9 shows comparisons of eomputation time for the FETM

method and the finite element method in this example, and similar

conclusions to those in the case of out-of-plane excitations are

obtained. In Fig.5-9, computation time for the FETM method based
on Eq.(5-23), in which the transfer matrix in Eq.(5-13) must be

derived for every time stage, is also shown to illustrate the
efficiency of the propoSed approximation.

     Figs.5-10(a) and 5-10(b) show the responses of the deflec-

tions of a all edges clamped square plate subjeeted to the in-
plane exeitation (P(t) = Pe + Pisinwt, Pe = 100kg, Pi = 100kg, a)

; 497rad) for 3 and 5 strips mesh patterns. The same initial

defleetion as that assumed in the previous example is also
assumed in this example. Similar results to those obtained for a
simply supporte' d plate subjected to in-plane excitation are
obtained.

5-5 CONCLUSIONS

     A linear transient analysis method of the structures under

random excitations by a combined finite element -- transfer matrix

method is proposed. Transfer matrix relating the state vector on

the left and right boundaries of a strip at a eertain time is
derived from the system of equations of motion for a strip. An
approximation is introduced in the equations of motion for the

ease of in-plane excitations in order to reduee eomputational
efforts and the technique of exchanging the state vectors is
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proposed to avoid the propagation of round-off errors oecurred in

recursive multiplications of the transfer and point matrices.
Although the Newmark B method is employed for time integrations,

other integration methods sueh as the Houbolt, Wilson e and
eentral difference methods may be used. From the numerical
examples presented in this chapter, following conelusions are
obtained:

     (1) For the out-of-plane and in-plane exeitations, good
agreement exists between the results obtained by the FETM method

and the conventional finite element dynamic analysis, whieh
demonstrates the accuracy of linear transient analysis by the
FETM method.

     (2) In the case of in-plane excitations, the results by the

FE[rM method based on the equations of motion with an approxima-

tion described in LLhis chapter agree with those based on the
equation without an approximation, and it becomes clear that this

approximation of the equations is efficient to reducing computa-
tional efforts.

     (3) The technique of exehanging the state vectors is very

efficient to avoid the propagation of round-off errors oecurred
in many strips pattern.

     From the mentions above, this method can be successfully
applied to the transient analyses of the plates subjected to
out-of-plane and in-plane excitations by reducing the size of
matrix and relative computation time to less than those obtained

by the method based on the ordinary finite element procedure.
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NovATION

The following symbois are used in this paper:

      c
      F
      G
   K, Kg

     M
     P
     Q
     a
     T
  u}u7u

     N
NAi,Nri

     Q
    At

damping matrix;
force vector;
effective stiffness matrix;
linear and geometrie stiffness matriees,
respectively;
mass matrlx;
point matrix;
generalized load vector;
generalized load vector acting on seetion i;
transfer matrix;
displaÅëement, veloeity, and aceeleration vectors,
respectively;
force vector;
left and right force vectors of strip i,
respeetively;
generalized foree veetor;
size of time step;
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UAi

ZAi

   u
pUri

   z
  ze
1Zr1

   e

displacement vector;
left and right displacement vectors of strip i,
respeetively;
state vector;
unknown initial state vector;
left and right state vectors of strip i,
respectively; and
stress vector.
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  Chapter 6 NONLINEAR DYNA)(IC ANALYSIS OF PLATES BY A CO)(BINED

             FINITE ELEMENT-TRANSFER )(ATRIX )(ETHOD

6-1 INTRODUCTION

     Nonlinear transient response of complex structures subjected

to random excitations can be, generaily, obtained by the direet

integration method using finite elQment model, such as the
Newmark B, Houbolt, Wilson e and central difference methods (2,

3, 4, 8, 13, 18). In these methods, it is, however, necessary to

use a large number of nodes, resulting in a need of very large

eomputers.

     In this chapter the combined finite element-transfer
matrix method (5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 20) described in previous

chapter is extended to nonlinear dynamic problems of struetures

under various random excitations. The transfer matrix relating
the state variables on the left and right boundaries of a strip

is derived from nonlinear system of equations of motion for a
strip. The Newmark B method is used for time integration, but
other integration methods, such as the Houbolt, Wilson e, and
central difference methods may be used. Equilibrium iteration
based on the pseudo-force method is employed to improve the
solution accuracy and to avoid the development of numerical
instabilities. The Prandtl-Reuss' law obeying the von Mises yield

eriterion is assumed, and a set of moving coordinate systems is

used to take geometric nonlinearity into consideration in this
chapter.

     Some numerical examples of the plates subjected to out-of-

plane and in-plane excitations are proposed and their results are

eompared with those obtained by other methods.
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6-2 FINITE ELE)(ENT-TRANSFER IY{ATRIX I{ETHOD FOR NONLINEAR DYNMIC

    ANALYSIS

                                                            '
     The governing equation for a plate subjeeted to exeitation
at time ts+i = (s+1)At, where s is the number of time steps At,

generally given by

    M ils+1 +C "s+1 + As+1 = Fs+i ''''''''''''(6-1)

in whieh M and C are the mass and damping matrices; Us+i, "s+i,
and Fs+i are the aeceleration, velocitY and foree vectors at time

ts+a, respectively; As is the equivalent nodal force opposing the

displacement of the structure.

     For linear elastic situations

    As+i = KA Us+i ''''''''''''(6"2)
                          'where KA is the stiffness matrix; us+i the displacement vector,

but for nonlinear situations As+2 must be calculated from the
stress distribution satisfying nonlinear conditions so that

    As'i =i. ts+iT Os+i dV ''''''''''•'(6-3)

                   '
where Bs+i is the appropriate matrix expressing the strains in

terms of the nodal displaeements at time ts+i; os+i the stress
veetor.

     The equivalent force, As+i, at time ts+i can be estimated as

    As+i=As +Ks AU ''''''''''''(6m4)

where Ks is the tangential stiffness matrix evaluated from
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conditions at time ts, Au= us+i - us is the incremental
displacement. Assumption (6-4) implies a linearization of the

incremental displacement between times ts and ts+i. Substituting
Eq.(6-4) in Eq.(6--1) gives

    M tts+i +C Us+i + Ks Au = Fs+i - As ••••••••••••(6--5)

The solution of Eq,(6-5) yields, in general, approximate
incremental displacement Au. To improve the solution accuracy
and to avoid the development of numerieal instabilities, it is

generally neeessary to employ iterations within each time step or

selected time steps in order to maintain equilibrium.

     As described previously, the Newmark B method is used, in

this chapter, for time integration. In this method we 4ssumed
variations for the displacement, u, and velocity, tE in the time

interval At to be sueh that the values at beginning and end of

the time step are related by equations of the form

                         1    u. +i = us + At U$ + (- ---B) At2 U. + B At2 U. +i •••••• (6--6)
                         2

    tl.+i = ", + (1-r) At u, +rAt u..i ••••••(6--7)

where B and 7 are parameters that ean be determined to obtain
integration aceuracy and stability. Solving Eq.(6-6) for Us+i in

terms of us+i and then substituting for Us+i in Eq.(6-7), we
obtain equations for Us+i and tis+i, eaeh in terms of the unknown

displacement us+i only:

             r    "s +1 = Us +1 + Ps ''''''''''''(6d8)           B At

             1    lis+1 = Us+i + Rs ''''''''''''(6-9)           B At2'
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where
                                                               '
                           Tr              r                                           ) At u. ••••••(6-lo)    P. =- u. +(1- -)U. +(1-                           B 2B            B At

              1 1 •1    Rs =" Us ' ihs -( d 1)Us ''''''''(6-11)                                   2B            BAt2 BAt

     The functions p--s and Rs involve variables at previous time

only, and hence can be considered as the historieal part in the
formulation. Substituting Eqs.(6-8) and (6-9) into the governing

equations of motion (6-5) at time ts+i, we have

    G AUs +i = AQs +t ''''''''''' (6'12)
                                                  'where

           l7    G= M+ C+ Ks '''''''''"(6'13)                     B At         B At2

                         11    Aa +i = F. +i +M{ U, +( - 1) u, }                                    2B                       B At

                 r7          +C {(- -1) Us +( '1) At Us }- As •••(6-14)                 B 2B

     Eq.(6-l2) is an equation with unknown variables Aus+i only,

and hence the dynamic analysis of the plates at eaeh time step (s

= 1, 2, •••) can be treated as a static problem by considering
AQs+3 to be a generalized external force acting on the plate.

     To caleulate the dynamie response of the given structure
using the FETM method, it is required to formulate first the
transfer matrix whi'ch transfers the incremental state variables

(displacement and force) from left seetion of strip i to right

sectior} in Fig.6-1, at time ts+i.

     Proceeding as in previous ehapter with linear vibration
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problems, we obtained:

    (2i[ Hiii :,ii i)i I2g:li (6-is)

or

    Azri = Ti Azfti ••'••••••••(6-16)
where

    Tlt = -GAr-I GRAt T12 = GAr-1

    [Ir21 = GrR-GrrGAr-aGAR, T22 = GrrGAr-1

and GRR, GRr, GrR, and Grr are the submatriees of matrix G in
Eq.(6-13); AuAi, Auri, ANAi, and ANri are the left and right
displacement and foree increment vectors of strip i at time ts+i,

respeetively; AzAi and Azri are the left and right incremental
state vectors of strip i, respectively.

     It is required next to derive the point matrix which relates

the state vectors just to the left and right of section i, The
deflections are eontinuous across the section, so that

    AuiR = AuiL ' ••••••••••• (6-17)

where Au;L and AlliR are the displacement inerement vectors just

to the left and right of section i, respectiveiy.

     Considering the equilibrium of forces in Fig.6-2, we obtain

the following expression:

    ANiR = AQi + z)LNiL •••••••••••(6-18)

where ANiL and ANiR are t)he inerement force vectors just to the

left and right of section i, respectively, and AQi is the
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increment generalized load vector acting on section i, which is
evaluated from the general loading function in Eq.(6-14). The
above two relations (6-17) and (6-!8) may be expressed in matrix

notation as

    (2:)[ =(6 ?]i (2k)t, +l,g)i t••••••••••(6-ig)

     The two matrix terms on the right-hand side of Eq.(6-19) may

be brought together as a single term in the following way:

    I2il[.Ii g, ,i)iI2ill ...........,,-,,,

      '
or

    AziR = Pi AziL ••••••••••• (6-21)

    Once the transfer and point matrices have been formulated
for each strip, the state vectors at the section are determined

by the same proeedures as those used in the standard transfer
matrix method (19).

    After eontinuous multiplications of the transfer matrix T
and point matrix P, we obtain the relation between the state
vector at the section i and the unknown state vector at left
boundary, A2e:

    Azi =UiA2z •••••••••••(6-22)
or

    I2sc, '- (g {], ("Il, •••••'''''•(6-23)
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where Ui = Pi Ti Pi -i T; -i ••• Pi Ti , and fi is the force vector of the

generalized loads. When the last station m is reached, Eq.(6-23)

becomes

    I2""l.=(g {).("il, (6--24)

     The known state variables at the right-hand boundary are

substituted into the above relationship to determine the unknown

state variables in Aza. After the initial state vector Azz is
known, the state veetors at the sections ean be obtained by
recursively applying Eq.(6-22) until all the state vectors are

known. Once, the displacements of the whole structure at time
ts.a are obtained, the velocities and accelerations at time ts+i

are evaluated from Eqs.(6-8) and (6-9), respectively. The entire

procedure ean then be repeated for time ts+2 and so on.

6-3 AI,GORITHM FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS BY FE'IfM METHOD

     It is eonvenient for equilibrium iteration to express
equilibrium equations (6-5) in an alternative form. With the
                                                     ,
superscripts i-1 and i being used to denote values at two
successive equilibrium iterations, then the displaeement change

occurring between these two stage is

    6Us+ii = AUs+" - Aus+fi-i •••••••••••(6-25)

Then eonsideration of Eq.(6-5) at iteration i at time ts+i gives,

on use of Eq.(6-25),

    M Us+" +C Us+" + K. 6un  = F,+i - A.+i,-a ••••••••(6-26)
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    Two iteration methods; the pseudo-force method and the
tangent stiffness method, may be employed here. In the pseudo-

foree method, the stiffness matrix, Ks, is kept at a constant
(initial) value, with dynamie equilibrium being maintained by
suecessive iterations with a varying pseudo-force whieh is the
right-hand-side term in Eq.(6--26). On the other hand, in the

tangent stiffness method the stiffness matrix, Ks, is varied
throughout the computation, with the term Ps+iimi being replaeed

by an equilibrium correction term.

     Sinee, in the FETM method, eonsiderable computation time is

required in the derivation of the transfer matrix, it is
inappropriate to employed the tangent stiffness method for
                                           'equilibrium iteration. The pseudo--force method is, therefore,

adopted here. The essential steps in the numerieal algorithm
employed in this chapter are outlined below:

     1. Calculate the effective stiffness matrix, G, and the
       transfer matrix, T, for each strip.

     2. Caieulate the effective incremental load vector, A"+i.
     3. Solve for the leÅít boundary state veetor increments:

       A22 = ti-ifs+i ''''"'''''"(6-27)

    4. Calculate the incremental state vector at eaeh strip by

       successive multipliÅëations of the transfer and point
       matrices.
    5. Compute the displacements, velocities and accelerations

       at time ts+1.
    6. If equilibrium iteration is not consid'ered, go to step
       12; otherwise, start the i-th iteration: i+1 -) i.

    7. Evaluate the i-th approximate to the displacements,
       velocities and aecelerations.

    8. Evaluate the i-th residual loads:
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6-4

1)

     6Qs+ii = Fs+ii-i - M ils+i`-' - C "s+ii-i ' As+i ''(6-28)

  9. Solve for the i-th corrected displacement increments:

     62ei = U-i fs +ii ''•'''''''' (6-29)

 10. Evaluate the corrected displaeement increments

     Aui = Aui-i + 6ui ••t••••••••(6-30)

 11. Check for convergence of the iteration process:

     If l16ui ll/llus + Aui il s tolerance, go to step 12.

     Otherwise, go to step 6 for the (i+1)th iteration.

 12. Return to step 2 to process the next time step.

     '
NuaRICAL EXAMPLES

Large Deformation Dynamic Analysis of Plates

 • In large deformation dynamic problem, the governing equation
(6-5) is written as follbws:

                                  '
    M Us+i + C Us+i + (KA + Kgs)AU = Fs+a - As ''''''''(6-31)

where Kgs is the so-called geometric stiffness matrix evaluated

from conditions at time ts.

     In the numerical calculation, the same triangular element as

that used in Chapter 3 is used (Fig.6-3), and the effect of
damping is neglected. The transformation of nodal displaeements

deseribed in-Chapter 3 is also employed for determining an
equilibrium eonfiguration of the plate at time ts+i.

     A plate bending problem is used to investigate the effect of
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equilibrium iterations in the large deformation problem. In this
example, a simply supported square plate, shown in Fig.6-4(a), is

loaded suddenly with a uniform out-of-plane load (Fig.6-4(b)).

     Fig.6-4(c) shows comparisons between the dynamie responses
of the deflections at the center of the plate obtained by the

FETM method with and without equilibrium iteration. In the
numerical calculation, a quarter of the plate is divided into 3

strips and each of which is divided into 6 triangular elements as

shown in Fig.6-4(a), the size of the time step is taken to be

equal to 4Å~ 10-4 sec, the maximum number of iterations is
limited to 10 (ITERAM=10), and a convergence tolerance is taken
to be equal to O.OOOOOI. In Fig.6-4(e), the response curves with

a time step of 1 x 10-4 sec and equilibrium iterations
(ITERAM=10) are also shown. Considerable damping is observed in

the response without equilibrium iteration. However, the result

is remarkably improved by equllibrium iterations, and the
response with At=4 Å~ 10-4 sec is in good agreement with that with

tst=1 Å~ IO-n sec. Computation time for the time range shown in
Fig.6-4(c) is 574 sec for At=4 Å~ 10-4 sec (ITERAM=O), 1,462 see

for At=4 Å~ 10-4 sec (ITERAM=10), and 4,250see for At=1 Å~ 10-4 seÅë

(ITERAM=10).

    Fig.6-7tM9 show the eomparisons of the results obtained by the

FETM and finite element method. The simply supported plate and

all edges clamped piate shown in Fig.6-5 are chosen for the
numerical model, and these plates are assumed to be subjected to

the three types of load as shown in Fig.6-6. In these example, a

quarter of the plate is divided into 3 strips and each of whieh

is divided into 6 triangular elements as shown in Fig.6-5, the
size of the time step is taken to be equal to 4 Å~ 10-4 sec, and a

convergence tolerance is taken to be equal to O.OOOOOI. The
material properties of the plate are also given in Fig.6-5. In
the finite element method, the same element and mesh pattern as
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those used in the FETM method are employed.

     Fig.6-7(a) shows the comparisons of the dynamic responses at

points A, B and C, those are indicated in Fig.6-5, of the simply

supported plate loaded suddenly with a uniform out-of-plane load

(pz = O.4kg/em2) as shown in Fig.6-6(a). The results of both
methods agree with each other within the error of O.Ol%, thus can

not be distincted in Fig.6-7(a). In Fig.6-7(a), the r"esponse at

point A obtained by the linear analysis are also shown. By the
effects of the geometrieal nonlinearity, the amplitude and period

of the deflection by the large deformation analysis are smaller

than those by the linear analysis. Computation time for the range

shown in Fig.6-7(a) is 1120.2see for the FETM method, 1445.9see

for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-7(b) shows the comparisons of the results of the all

edges clamped plate loaded suddenly with a uniform out-of-plane
load (pz=O.6kg/em2) as shown in Fig.6-6(a). The similar results

to the previous example are obtained. Computation time for the
range show.-n- in Fig.6-7(b) is 813,7sec for the FET-M mgt.hod•, 940.8

see for the finite element method.

     Flg.6-8(a) shows the comparisons of the dynamic responses of

the simply supported plate loaded suddenly at the center of plate
with a eoneentrated out--of-plane load (Pe=400kg) shown in Fig.6-

6(b). The results of both methods agree with eaeh ot,her within

the error of O.Ol%, thus can not be distincted in Fig.6-8(a) as

in the case of a uniform load. In Fig.6-8(a) the results
obtained by the linear analysis are also shown. Computation
time for the range shown in Fig.6-8(a) is 1174.9see for the FETM

method, 1521.4sec for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-8(b) shows the comparisons of the results of the all

edges elamped plate loaded suddenly at the eenter with a
eoneentrated out-of-•plane load (Pe=600kg) as shown in Fig.6-6(b).

The similar results to the previous example are obtained.
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Computation time for the range shown in Fig•6-8(b) is 1031.3sec

for the FETM method, 1199.8sec for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-9(a) shows the eomparisons of the dynamic responses at

points A, B and C of the simply supported plate subjected to
in-plane excitation (p(t) = pzsincat, pz ; 60kg/cm2, a) = 39.8Hz)

as shown in Fig.6-6(c). The initial deflection of plate bending

mode is assumed, and is defined as follows:

     wz = diz sin rr x sin 'r y •••••••••••(6-32)
                aa

in whieh wh = the maximum value of initial deflection and here wz

= 5h is assumed.

     Close agreement exists in the results of both methods as in

the ease of out-of-plane load. In Fig.6-9(a), the results
obtained by the linear analysis are also shown. In the linear
analysis, the displacement grows rapidly, in the large deforma-
tion analysis, the displacement, however, grows gradually and the

central portion of plate displaces to one side. Computation time

for the range shown in Fig.6-9(a) is 970.8sec for the FETM
method, l260.8sec for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-9(b) shows the comparisons of the dynamie responses at

points A, B and C of the all edges elamped plate subjected to
in-plane excitation (p(t) = pesinwt, pz = 120kg/cm2, (e = 81.5Hz)

as shown in Fig.6-6(e). The same initial defleetion of plate
bending mode as that assumed in the previous example is also
assumed in this example.

    The similar results to those for the simply supported plate
are obtained. In Fig.6-9(b) the results obtained by the linear

analysis are also shown. Computation time for the range shown in

Fig.6-9(b) is 1045.9sec for the FETM method, 1277.6see for the

finite element method.
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     Fig.6-10(b) shows comparisons of computation time in the
FETM method and the finite element method for 1Å~1 (1 strip with 2

3Å~3 (3 strips with 6 triangular elements), 4Å~4 (4 strips with 8

triangular elements) and 5Å~5 (5 strips with 10 triangular
elements) mesh patterns, and these mesh patterns are illustrated
in Fig.6-10(a). A simply sUpported square plate loaded suddenly

with a uniform out-of-plane load (pz = O.4kg/cm2) is used in this

example. The size of the time step is taken to be 4Å~10-4 see and

a convergence tolerance is taken to be 1Å~10-T.

     It is found from Fig.6-10(b) that although in computation

time the FETM method has less of an advantage for a small number

of element patterns, it has much more of an advantage for a
number of element patterns. In Fig.6-10(b), computation time for

the tangent stiffness iteration method, in which the transfer
matrix must be derived for every time stage, is also shown to
illustrate the effieiency of the pseudo-force iteration meVhod.

2) Elasto-Plastic Dynamic Analysis of Plates

     In elasto-plastic dynamic problem, the governing equation
(6-5) is written as follows:

    M Us+i +C Us+i + Kps Au = Fs+i - As •••••••••••(6-33)

where Kp$ is the stiffness matrix for inelastic situation evalu-

ated from stresses at time ts.

     The Prandtl-Reuss' law and the von Mises yield criterion
(22,23) are assumed in the derivation of tl}e inelastic stiffness

matrix as in the static problem described in Chapter 3. In order

to consider the extent of the yielded portions in the directions

of the eross sections, the cross seetion of the plate is divided

into some layers as shown in Fig.6-11. In the numerical
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calculation, the triangular element with three degrees of freedom

per one node, shown in Fig.6-12, is employed here, and the effeet

of damping is neglected.

     Figs.6-14rM16 show the comparisons of the results obtained

by the FETM and finite element method. The same plates and mesh

pattern as those used in the large deformation problem are also
used here. These plates are assumed to be subjected to the three

types of load as shown in Fig.6-13. The size of the time step is

taken to be equal to 4 Å~ 10-q sec, and a eonvergenee tolerance is

taken to be equal to O.OOOI. In the finite element method, the
same element and mesh pattern as those used in the FETM method
are employed.

     Fig.6-14(a) shows the comparisons of Åíhe dynamic responses

at points A and C, indicated in Fig.6-5, of the simply supported

plate subjected to the uniformly distributed out-of-plane
excitation (p = pzsina)t; pu = O.4kg/cm-O, Åë = 39.8Hz) as shown in

Fig.6-13(a). The amplitudes of the responses of both methods,
indieated by H in Fig.6-14(a), agree with eaeh other within the

error of 5.2%. In Fig.6-14(a), the results obtained by the linear

analysis are also shown. The displacement of the linear analysis

grows rapidly, that of the elasto-plastic analysis, however,
grows gradually and reaehes a steady state. Computation time for

the range shown in Fig.6-14(a) is 788.7sec for the FETM method,

990.3see for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-14(b) shows the eomparisons of the results of the all
edges clamped plate subjeeted to the uniformly distri6uted
out-of-plane excitation (p = pesincat; pe = O.6kg/cm2, ca = 81.5Hz)

as shown in Fig.6-13(b). The amplitudes of the responses of both

methods, indicated by H in Fig.6-14(b), agree with eaeh other

within the error of O.56%. Computation time for the range shown
in Fig.6-14(b) is 801.6sec for the FE[PM method, 971.9sec for the

finite element method.
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     Fig.6-15(a) shows the comparisons of the dynamie responses

of the simply supported plate subjected to the concentrated
out-of-plane excitation (P=Pzsina)t; Pe=400kg, to=39.8Hz) shown in

Fig.6-13(b). The amplitudes of the responses obtained by both
methods, indieated by H in Fig.6-15(a), agree with each other
within the error of 4.43%. In Fig.6-15(a), the results obtained

by the linear analysis are also shown. Computation time for the

range shown in Fig.6-15(a) is 787.9see for the FETM method,
998.lsee for the finite element method.

     Fig.6-15(b) shows the comparisons of the results of the all

edges clamped plate subjected te the conceRtrated out-of-plane
excitation (P = Pesintot; Pz = 600kg, w= 81.5Hz) as shown in
Fig.6-13(b). The amplitudes of the responses of both methods,
indicated by H in Fig.6-i5(b), agree with eaeh other within the

error of O.60%. Computation time for the range shown in
Fig.6-15(b) is 825.7see for the FETM method, 974.9sec for the

finite element method.

     Fig.6-16(a) shows the comparisons of the dy. namie responses

at points A and C of the simply supported plate subjected to
in-plaRe excitation (p(t) = pesintot, pe = 60kg/cm2, w = 39.8Hz)

as shown in Fig.6-13(c). The initial deflection of plate bending

mode is assumed, and is defined as follows:

                 7( Tr     we =w-e sin xsin y •••••••••••(6-34)
                 aa

in whieh die = the maximum value of initial deflection and here die

= 5h is assumed.

     [Vhe amplitudes of the responses of both methods, indicated
by H in Fig.6-16(a), agree with each ot.her within the error of

O.60%. In Fig.6-16(a), the results obtained by the linear
analysis are also shown. Computation time for the range shown in
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Fig.6-16(a) is 723.6sec for the FETM method, 868.9sec for the

finite element method. .                                                t.
     Fig.6-l6(b) shows the comparisons of the dynamic responses
at points A and C of the all edges clamped plate subjected to
in-plane excitatien (p(t)=pesincat, pg=120kg/cm2kg, ca= 81.5Hz) as

shown in Fig.6-13(c). The same initial deflection of p!ate
bending mode as that assumed in the previous example is also

assumed in this example. •
     The amplitudes of the responses of both methods, indicated
by H in Fig.6-16(b), agree with eaeh other within the error of
O.75%. In Fig.6-16(b), the results obtained by the linear
analysis are also shown. Computation time for the range shown in
Fig.6-16(b) is 734.0sec for the FETM method, 860.5see for the

finite element method.

     Fig.6-17(b) shows eomparisons of computation time of the
FETM method and the finite element method for the elasto-plastie

dynamic problem. [llhe same mesh pattern as used in the large
deformation problem are employed here and these mesh patterns are

illustrated in Fig.6-17(a). A simply supported square plate
subjected to the periodie uniform out-of-plane excitation (p =
pzsinwt; pe = O.4 kg/cm2, to = 39.8Hz) is used in this example.

The size of the time step is taken to be 4Å~10-4 see and a
                                                       'convergenee toleranee is taken to be O.OOI. ' .
     It is found from Fig.6-17(b) that the FETM method has much

more of an advantage as a number of elements is increases. In
Fig.6-17(b), computation time for the tangent stiffness iteration

method, in whieh the stiffness and transfer matrices must be
derived for every time stage, is also shown. The computation
time for the pseudo-force iteration method is smaller than that
for tangent stiffness method in every mesh pattern.
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6-5 ooNCLUSIONS
                                  '        '           '
     A linear transient analysis method based on a eombined use

of finite element and transfer matrix methods described in
previous chapter is extended to nonlinear dynamie problems of

plates under random out-of-plane and in-plane excitations.
Equilibrium iterations are employed to improve the solution
aeeuracy and to avoid the development of numerical instabilities.

The Prandtl-Reuss' law obeying the von Mises yield criterion is

assumed, and a set of moving coordinate systems is used to take
geometric nonlinearity into consideration.

    A eomputer program based on this theory has been developed.

In this program, pr'oeedures used in the finite element method
based on load increment are employed exeept for the estimation of

approximate displaeements for each specified time step. From the

numerical examples presented in this chapter, following eonclu-

sions are obtained:

     (1) In inelastie and large deformation dynamic problemfis,

good agreement exists between the transient responses of the
plates under out-of-plane and ln-plane exeitations obtained by
the FETM method and the conventional finite element method, which

demonstrates the aceuracy of the proposed method.
     (2) Equilibrium iteration in each time step is effective to

improve the solution aceuraey and to avoid the development of
numerical instabilities.

     (3) Sinee, in the FETM method, considerable computation

time is required in the derivation of the transfer matrix,
t,he pseudo-foree iteration method is more efficient compared to
the tangent stiffness iteration method.

     From the mentions described above, it is obtained that the

FETM method can be applied successfully to the nonlinear dynamic

analysis of plates subjected to out-of-plane and in-plane
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excitations by reducing

time to relatively less

on the ordinary finite

 the size of the matrix and
 than those obtained by the

element proeedure.
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NOTATION

   The following symbols are used in this paper:

         A = equivalent foree veetor;
         B = matrix expressing the strain in terms of the
             displacements;
         C= damping matrix;
         F= force matrix;
         G = effective stiffness matrix;
     KR,Ks = linear and tangent stiffness matrices,
             respectively;
     Kg,Kp = geometric and inelastic stiffness matrices,
             respectively;
         M = mass matrix;
         P= point matrix;
         Q = generalized load vector acting on section i;
         T = transfer matrix;
     u,a,U = displaeement, velocity, and acceleration vectors,
             respectively;
        AN = incremental force veetor;
 ANRi,ANr-i = left and right incremental force vectors of strip i;
       AQ = generalized incremental force veetor;
       At = size of time step;
       Au = ineremental displacement veetor;
       Az = incremental state veetor;
      Azm = unknown initial state vector;
 AzAi,Azr; = left and right incremental state vectors of strip i,
             respeetively;
       A6 = incremental displacement veetor;
 A6Ai,A6r•i = left and right incremental displacement vectors of
             strip i, respeetively; and
        o = stress veetor.
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Chapter 7 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS BY A coMBINED BOUNDARY

           ELEMEN[P-TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD

7-1 INTRODUCTION

     [Phe boundary element method offers important advantages over

domain-type methods such as the finite element method and the
finite difference method, and has been applied to the solution of

various engineering problems (4, 5, 6, 7, 16). One of the most

interesting features of the boundary element method is that a
much smaller resulting system of equations and a considerable re-

duction in the data required to solve the problem is obtainable.

In addition, the numerical aceuracy of the boundary element
method can be greater than that of the finite element method.
The main disadvantage of the boundary element method is, however,

the difficulties that are encountered in non-homogeneous prob-

lems, i.e. finding fundamental' solutions and defining the
interfaces.

     In order to overeome this disadvantage of the boundary
element method, some techniques based on the subdividing of the
body into regions have been proposed. Tomiin and Butterfield (18)

extended the boundary element method to pieeewise homogeneous

anisotropic foundation engineering problems. This work was
extended to three dimensions by Banerjee (2) and Laehat and
Watson (9), whose main incentive for subdividing the body into

distinet regions was to reduce the bandwidth of the resultant
system of algebraic equations.

     In this chapter, a new approach, based on the combination of

the boundary element and transfer matrix (BETM) methods, is
proposed for the problems where the subdividing of the body into

regions is required. In this method, the system of equations of
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an individual region is determined in the same manner as in the

boundary element method. However, the process of computation of
the displacements and tractions at the boundaries is different
and does not require the assembly of matrices for the entire
structure. This method, therefore, permits the use of a large
number of elements, without getting involved with large matriees.

A much smaller computer is therefore suffieient.

                                   '              tt

7-2 BOU)IDARY INTEGRAL EQUA[VION FOR IN-PLANE PROBLEMS

   '

1) Two-Dimensional Elastieity

    We introduce the reetangular cartesian eoordinate system
O-xi,x2 in which the axis xi and x2 lie in middle plane of the
plate as shown in Fig.7-1. The inner domain and the boundary are

denoted by st and r, respeetively.

    If one considers an infinitesimal reetangular parallelepiped

element surrounding a given point within the body, the equili-
brium equation ean be written as

    a;,,, + fi =O (i,j=1,2) ••••••••••••(7-1)
             '
where ai .] are the components of the stress tensor and f; are the

components of the body force. Spaee derivatives are indieated by

a comma, i.e., 3aij/?xj = aij,.j. If the components of the stress

tensor are assumed to be known at a eertain point, the equivalent

tractions acting on any plane through this point p; ean be

computed by ,
                        '
    p; = aijnj ••••••••t••• (7-2)
where nj represents the direction eosines of the normal to the
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plane. The strains at any point eij can be represented as
follows:

    e,, = 1 (u,.+ uJ ") '''''''''''' (7-3)
           2

where ui is the displaeement component.

    For the plane strain problem, the stresses and strains are
related by the constitutive relations as follows :

     e" x+2G x O e"
     o:-2 = X x+2G O eo2 ••••••••••••(7-4)
     oi2 O O G 2sa2
where
                               '         '             Ev E    X= -'(i+v)"-2v) , G= 2"+y)

           '
and E, G and v are the modulus of elastieity, the shear modulus

and the Poisson's ratio, respeetively.

     Let ru denote the portion of the boundary on which
displacements are prescribed and rp the portion on whieh surface

forees are preseribed, the boundary conditions are then repre-
sented as follows:

    ui = u; (on r.), pE = pi (on Tp) ••••••••••••(7-5)

where ui and pi are the preseribed displaeement and surface
forees. Note that the total boundary r of the body is equal to

T" + Tp .
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2) Integpal Equation for Two-Dimensional Elasticity

and

ment

 Taking into consideration the
the boundary conditions (7-5),

 ean be written as

  equilibrium

the weighted

 equations

residual

 (7-1)

state-

-l(a;j ,j +f, )ui

 st

+dg
= I(p, -pi ).,

   Tp

*dr
' 1(a,

   r,

-- ui )pi *dT •••• (7-6)

where ui

ponding

*7 pi+

to the

are the displacement

weighting field:

and surfaee force corres-

pi X = ei j* nj ............ (7-7)

The strain-displacement relationship

equations (7-4) are assumed to apply

   The first term in Eq.(7--6) can be

glves

(7-3) and the constitutive
for the weighting field.

integrated by parts, which

-Jo, , E, i *dsll

  g

+ ifi UiXds) .

   st

     Integrating by parts

taking into consideration

-iPi ui xdr

  r,

- iP'Ui

   Tu

+ i(U: '"U, )p, *dr

   r,

 again the first

 the reciproeity

*dr

e••'''-''''' (7"8)

term in
prineiple,

Eq.(7-8) and
 one obtains

la]J" xu, dst +

st

= -
lpi u,

    Tp

*dr

lft u,

9

+ dfl

- fP, Ui

   r,

*dr
+ fifipi 'dr

   r,

+ fUi P:

   Tp

*dT •••••• (7-9)
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' and using r = ru+Tp for the right-hand side integrals

                                        '
     Ioij ,j 'ui ds'} + Jfi ui "ds} = -- fpi ui 'dr + fui pi 'dr •••••• (7-io)

      The fundamental solution for the two-dimensional elasticity

  problem, i.e., the solution corresponding to the equation

      aij,j "(8,??) + 6A(E,n) = O •••••••••••(7--11)

  where 6R(6,n) is the Dirac delta function and represents a unit

  load at g acting in the xR direction, n is the field point.

      The Dirac delta function has the following properties:

      6(8,n) =O if gfn
      6(E,n) = co if 6=n

     ,[      g(n)6(E,n)dst = g(g) •••••••••••(7-12)
                                           '
                                                             i      Substituting Eq.(7-ll) into Eq.(7-10) and taking into con-

  sideration Eq.(7-12), one ean obtained -

          '
     un(8) + iukpk*(6,n)dr

              T
                                                      '
           = fpkuk"(E,n)dl" + ffkuk'(g,n)dn •••••••••••(7-13)

              r sh
 where uA(8) represents the displacement at g in the xA direetion,

 u}•"(8,n) and pk'(g,n) are the displacement and traetion at n

  respectively due to a unit forces acting at point g. If we conT
  sider unit forces aeting at, 8 in the two direetions, Eq.(7-13)
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ean then written

                 '
    uR(6) + iukpAk'(6,n)dr

            r
                                             '
         = fpkuAk"(g,n)dr + lfkuAk'(g,n)dst                                             •••••••••••(7-14)

            T st
where pAk* and uAkX represent the tractions and displacements in

the k direction due to unit forces acting in the direction A.
Eq.(7-14) relates the displacements at any point inside the
domain and the displacements and surface forces on the boundary.

     For plane strain problem the fundamental solutions are given

                                                          '

                    1 1 r,A r,k    uAk '(8,r?) = - {(3-•4v)ln                                                 }                                    6Ak +                87rG(1-v) r r2

                                          2r,A r,k                   -1 Br    PAk'(g'n) = 4,,o-.)r ( Bn {(i-2V)6]j+ r2 }

               --(1-2v)(r,A n,k-r,k n,R)) •••••••••••(7-15)

where r is the distance between the points g and n as shown in
Fig.7-2, r,; are the projections of the vector r on the axis x},

n is the normal to the surfaee of the body. In order to obtain a

boundary integral equation, we need to take the point 6 to the
boundary. Considering the singularities existing in the left
hand side integral, we obtained the following boundary integral
     .equatlons:
                                     '
                                          '
    cRkuk(8) + JukpRk'(6,n)dr

               r
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For

3)

            fpkuAk'(E,n)dr + JfkuAk'(E,n)dg •••••••(7-16)

             r st
 a smooth boundary the c, eoefficient is equal to 6Ak/2.

Matrix Formulation of Boundary Integral Equation
     Eq.(7-16) can be expressed in matrix form'as follows:

    c u + fp"udr = Jfu'pdr + Jfu'dg •••••••••••(7-17)

          r r g
where

    u-I:ll,p-(ill,f.Iill,

    u" = (U.,l, 1l :l.,. i. ll, p' = i;l, il :. l, 1' ll

                                                ••••c'''(7-l8)

     The boundary is now divided into elements. These can be
constant, linear, quadratic, or higher order element.

     Dividing the boundary into elements as shown in Fig.7-3, we

ean qbtain the equation for the point i from Eq.(7-17) as
follows:

    Ci u; +, I- , (fp'OT dr )uj =j \, (fu'ÅëT dv)p .i +, ;, ffu"dst •••• (7-19)

              Tj L' 9s
or

    cg uR + ll h, uj = Y) g, pj + bi •••••••••••(7-20)
          j=1 j;1
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where the summation from j = 1 to m indicates summation over the

m elements on the boundary, T3 is the boundary of the j element,

and summation fromj= 1 to n indieates summation over the
internal eells, stj is the surfaee of each of them. Åë is inter-

polation function.

     Eq.(7--20) is a set of equations for node i whieh ean be
written as,

                               Ul
                               ib
                               1
    c,ui + (EM fi;2••fijJ••fii.) yj

                               i]tm

                                Pl
                                p

          = (gM gi2••gijt•gi.) pj + bi •••t•e•••••(7-21)

                                Pm

where uj and pj are the unknowns at nodes j, fiij and gij are the

interaction eoefficients relating node i with all the nodes on
the boundary. We can write a matrix equation sueh as Eq,(7-21)
for each of the nodes under consideration. Writing them together

we have,

     hM hi 2''hi j'' hi m ui
     h2i h2 d" '' h2j' '- h2m '                         U2
     -t --
     hji hj2''hij''hjm                         uj

=-- t-     hmi hmE'''imj''hmm                         hm
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            gl1. gl -t••glj••gl. Pl bl
            ge1 g2 2•• g2 j-• g2m P2 b2
            -- -t - -             -- -e - -         = g,1 gj2••g;j••gjm pj + b, •
             -- -- - -             -s l-- -            g.i gin2s•'g.j••gmm p. bm

or'

    Hp Up =Gp qp +bp '
where the submatrices h;j on the diagonal are,

    hi , = Ei j + c,

7-3 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR PLATE BENDING

                               '1) Governing Equation for Plate Bending Problems

•••••••••• (7-22)

•••••••••• (7-23)

PROBLEMS

     We introduce the reetangular cartesian coordinate system
O-xyz in which the axis x aBd y lie in the middle plane of the
plate as shown in Fjg.7-4. 'T'he inner domain and the boundary are

denoted by s) and T, respectively, and the thickness of the plate

is denoted by h. the applied forces are per unit area inside the

plate and per unit of length along r. The positive direction for
moments and transverse shear forces is given in Fig.7-5:

     From the Kriclhoff-Love's Assumptions for plate bending
problems, the moments and transverse shear forces can be written

in terms of lateral deflection w as follows (17): '

                              '

        ' 32w 'a2w e2w B2w                                     -D( +v    M,t.Å~= -D( +v ), Mvu =             ax2' 2y2 " By2 2x2)
                                           '

                       32w ' 2 a2w D2w    M,, }s = My•x = -D(1-v) , qy. = -D                                          (- +v                                                        )
                                       `ax                       Dx`ay                                            aX2                                                     2y2
                                                '                       '                 '
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    q, . dD D ( 32w +. a2W) ...........(7-24)
                 ax2                          ay2            ay

where D = Eh3/(1 - v2) is the bending rigidity of the plate, E
and v are the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson's ratio.

     Using the notation described in Fig.7-6(a), the bending

moment Mn and the twisting moment Ms on the boundary can be
written as

    Mn = Mxx(nx)2 + Mxy(2nxny) + Myy(ny)2

    Ms = '(Mxx'-Myy)nx ny + Mx ,y (nx2-ny2) •et.t•.,.e•(7-25)

where nx and ny are the cosines of the normal n with to the x and

y axes, respectively.

     Using the moments and transverse shear forces the equili-
brium equations are given as follows:

     3Qx eQy          + +q=O     3x             Dy

     BMxx aMxy '           + =Qx      3x               ay

     aMyy 3Mxy           ' =Qy '''''''''''(7-26)      ay               ex

where q is the transverse load per unit area.

     Substituting last two equations of Eq.(7-26) into first of
Eq.(7-26), we can eliminate the shearing forces from Eq.(7-26) as

follows:

               ?2 Mxy 22 Myy     32 Mx x
                      + +q=O •••••••••••(7-27)           +2
      3x2 ?x3y                          ay2
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     Let ru denote the portion of the boundary on
displacements are prescribed and rp the portion on whieh

forces are preseribed, the boundary eonditions are then

                        'sented as follows:

    (i) w= w, Bn = Bn, Bs = Bs on ru
               tt      tt
    (ii) Q= Q, Mn =Mn, Ms =Ms on rp •••••
     '
where upper bar indicates the prescribed quantities, Bn

are the rotation components normal and tangential to the
ary, i.e., Bn = -2w/'an and Bs = -Dw/as.

           '
2) Integral Equation for Plate Bending Problems

  which

surface

 repre-

(7-28)

and Bs
 bound-

     Taking into consideration the equilibrium equation (7-27)
and the boundary conditions (7-28), the weighted residual state-

ment can be written as

    h AAU Ae" A-IS    j{ dCatx'ilX +2 :C.ip"Xy' + dC2`illi' +q}wxdst

     n

    = l{(Mn -ilin )Bn "+(Ms -i[is )Bs '+(Q-Q)w'}dr

       rp '                                '   '

    - f{(Bn-fin)Mn'+(Bs-fis)Ms"+(W-W)Q'}dT '''''''''''(7-29)

where the superseript indieates the quantities eorresponding to
the weighting field.

     Integrating this equation by parts twiee, we obtain
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                    32 w' 32 w'    'f{Mxx -'l:\'+2Mxy DxDy +Myy .Dy, }ds) - Jqw*ds)

    = l{Mn Bn +Ms Bs +Qw}dT + I{ilin Bn '+ilis Bs '+{liw'}dr

       r. rp
    + l{(Bn-fin )Mn '+(Bs -7is )Ms "+(w-W)Q'}dT '''''''''''(7-30)

      Tu
                          '
Using Eq.(7-24) and integrating by parts twice again, we obtain

    I{ 22?Mxix'+2 l:Ili}''+ ?2BMyi''}wdst + iqw'ds)

    = -J {Mn Bn '+Ms Bs '+Qw'}dr - J{Mn Bn "+ilis Bs "+Qw"}dr

       r, rp
    + f{Mn 'fin+Ms 'is +Q'i}dT + I{Mn 'Bn +Ms 'Bs +Q'w}dr '''''(7-3i)

      Tu rp
and r = ru + tp for the right side integrals

    f{ ?2aM.//:'+2 D2DM.x?y' '+ B2BMy,"'}wdn + fqw'dn

      t    = - {Mn Bn "+Ms Bs '+QW'}dr + .i{Mn 'Bn +Ms "Bs +Q'W }dT '''' (7-32)

       r' r
Introdueing the effective vertical shear foree

           2Ms    V=Q+ •••••••••••(7-33)           3s

and eonsidering Eq.(7-24), Eq.(7--32) can be written for smooth
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boundary as follows:

     D4 w'f {D(        +2
     ?X4
n

= ' J(MnBn"+vw")dir

T

 B4 w'
      +
3x23y2

  ii\ )wds) + .(qw'ds}

             st

+ l(Mn'Bn+v'w)dT

  r
.........t• (7-34)

     The fundamental solution for the plate bending problem,
i.e., the solution coricesponding to the equation

     a4w* ' 34w a4w 6(6,n)         +2 + + =O •••••••••••(7-35)                               D     ax4             2x2 3y2                       2y4

where 6(6,n) is the Dirac delta function and represents a unit
point load (Fig.7-6(b)).

     The fundamental solution eorresponding to Eq.(7-35) is given

for the displacement as (6, 15)

               1    W"(8,n)= s,,D r2 lnr •••••••`••t(7-36)

where r is the distance between the points 6
Fig.7--6(b).

     Differentiating Eq.(7-36) and using the

in Fig.7-6(b), one ean obtain the rotations,

forces eorresponding to the .fundamental
(6, 15):

           1    Bn'= (1+ 21n r)rcosB
          8 ;rD

           1'v                            1-v    Mn"=- 4,,r (1+ ln r) - s" eos2B

and n as

 notations

 moments,

solution

  shown in
 ,

  deseribed

 and shear
as followS
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      cosBv* =-
       47(r

{2+(1-v)cos2B}
   l-v
+ cos2B   4nR ••••••••• (7-37)

where R is the radius of curvature at a regular boundary point.

     Substituting Eq.(7-36) into Eq.(7-32) and taking into con-

sideration the properties of the Dirac delta function, one can
obtained

w(E) + .i{Mn'Bn+V'W}dr.

   r

= j'{MnBn'+VW'}dl' +

   r

Iqw * dst

st

•••• (7-38)

Eq.(7-38) is the integral equation relating the defleetion at the

any point inside the domain w(6) and the deflection w, effeetive

shear force V, rotation Bn, and moment M, on the boundary.

        In order to obtain a boundary integral equation, we need

to take the point. 6 to the boundary. Considering the singulari--

ties of the fundamental solutions, we obtain the following bound-

ary integral equation:

cw(g) + I{Mn'Bn+v'w}dr

   r

= f{MnBn'+VW'}dr

   r

+ fqw'dst ••••

   st

(7-39)

     We have two

effective shear

another equation

differentiation

 unknowns on the boundary, i.e., defleetion or
force, and rotation or moment. Henee we need
 to solve the problem. This equation is given by
of Eq.(7-39) with respect to the normal,

ce(g) +l(

   r

aM* av*
   Bn +
an       2n

= I(Mn

   r

?Bn

an

w)dr

' Bw* +v
   2n

)dT + lq DaWn'ds)

n
•••••••• (7-40)
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     Using the notations described in Fig.7-6(b), the fundamental

solutions for Eq.(7-40) are given as follows '(6, 15):

     3w* 1    -Dn = 2rtD r ln r eosq)

     aBn" . 1 {cosÅë cosB + ln r cos((t)+B)}

     2n 27(D

     3Mn" 1+v cosÅë 1-v sinÅë     2n =-27( r + 27r r,Sin2B

     ]V* 1    -- = (cos(B-Åë){2+(1-v)cos2B}
     an ?7(r2

         + 2(1-v)sin(b eosB sin2B) - 1-V sin(b cos2B ••••(7-41)
                                   rtRr

     '
Eqs.(7-39) and (7-40) are the boundary integral equations for

plate bending problem.

     Proeeeding in the similar manner as that in two-dimensional

prQblem, we finally obtain a matrix equation as follows:

    Hb ub = Gb qb + bb •••••••••••(7-42)

7-4 BOUNDARY ELEMENT-TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD

1) Derivation of Transfet Matrix ' '
     As shown in Fig.7-7, a plate is eonsidered as a eombination

of a number of separate subregions Dk (k=1,2,t••m). For each of

them the system of equations can be written as

                                           '
    Hkutc = Gk qk + bk ' •••••••••••(7--43)
                                        '
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Eq.(7--43) is transformed by inverting Gk, i.e.

    qk = Gk-iHk uk - Gk"ibk •••••••••••(7-44)
                                       'or

    qk = Kk uk - fk •••••••••••(7-45)

Eq.(7-45) is similar in form to the finite element equation.

     Matrix Kk is partitioned into nlne submatrices. Eq.(7-45)

then becomes:

    Iill,=Ikil [(.:- 4il,IiiHill, (7--46)

where the subseripts A and r denote the left and right inter-
faces, respectively, and e denotes the external boundary.

     Solving for the uek and substituting in the remaining equa-

tions, the following expressions are obtained:

    (g,A),-(:i:::f.el[g--"lk: :fr,:K,fe,k:Ilk1],(:f),

        +(:fik!Il[:l;fi]:;fl •••••••••••(7-47)

    lgf),=[k'i KXi),(:S,+(:l), •••••••••••(7-4s)

    By expanding and rearranging Eq.(7-48), it can be shown
after a little algebraic manipulations that left and right inter-

faces can be related by the following expression:

    (g,[l,=[,,,:lt'iki5ii,,, ,,";2,-,l-,],(g:),

                                      '
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          ' (q,. :k'i-Ki, .q.1iq, ), '''''''''''(7'4g)

On simplifying the notation, we obtain

           '
                                                         '    (ll[ l,= (Rl Iili),IUq:l,+ III[ll, ''•••••••••(7-so)

Adding one dummy equation to the system, the following equation

ean be obtained:

                                      '
     gl . ',gl iL!•:F,l g:l'• • ......,....(,.si)

     l, O O 1 kI J,
                                '
or
                                                  '
                                             •••••••••••(7-52)    zr k =Tk zRk

in which z,k, zftk are so called state vectors which consist of

the displaeements and tractions at the interf'aces of region Dk.
Eq.(7-52) ean be recognized as the transfer matrix relating the

state veetors of the ieft and right interfaces. ''

     By applying the interface equilibrium and compatibility

conditions, Eq.(7-52) ean be rewritten as '

                '    zk = Tk zk-i •••••••••••(7-53)
                 '
in which zg•-i and zk are the right interface state veetors of
region Dk-i and Dk, respectively.

     Onee the transfer matrix has been formulated for eaeh
subregion, the displacements and traetions at the interfaces are

determined by the same procedures as those used in the standard
transfer matrix method (14).
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     Applying Eq.(7-53) to the continuous two regions Dk, Dk+i,

and eliminating the state vector zk, we obtain the relation
between the state veetors zk-i and zk+i:

    Zk+i=Tk+1Tkzk-1 •••••••••••(7-54)

     Proeeeding in the same manner over all the m regions, the
following relation is obtained:

    zm =Um ze '''''''"''•(7-55)
in which Um = TmTm-i'''Ti.

     It should be noted that by multiplying the transfer matrices

Tk, the order of matrix U does not increase but remains
compatible with the matriees being multiplied. These are results

in a reduced size matrix which embodies the entire system.

     Onee the system has been assembled as expressed by Eq.(7-
55), the boundary conditions have to be satisfied by solving for

 the unknown terms in the initial state vector ze. After the
initial state veetors are known the state vectors at the
interfaee can be obtained by recursively applying Eq.(7--53) until

 all the state vectors at the interfaces are known. The
  stresses and displacements at any point within a region can
be obtained in the same manner as that used in the subregions
teehnique.

     The derivation of the transfer matrix for a subregion,
however, requires the inversions of matrix Gk in Eq.(7-44), sub-

matrix K..e in Eq.(7-47) and Ki2 in Eq.(7--49). These inversions

are sources of some numerical errors. However, these inversions
are done onJy onee for each subregion and are not affected by the

load veetor. This is an advantage, especially if all the subre-

gions have the same configuration.
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     It may be noted that in the subregions technique the matrix

in Eq.7-73 is banded and it does not require full storage in the

computer memory. It is the assembly of the various subregions
that makes storage requirements increase, since the order of the

global matrices increases too. On the other hand, in the proposed

method the transfer matrix Tk is fully populated and requires

full storage in the computer memory, but the global transfer
matrix U does not increase in size, since it results from consec-

utive matrix multiplications as indieated by Eq.(7-55).

        '
2) Exehange of the State VeÅëtors

     It is pointed out that, in the standard transfer matrix
method, recursive multiplications of the transfer matrix are
source of round off errors, and this is also true in the proposed

method. In order to minimize these errors we introduce the teeh-

nique deseribed follows for the plates with many subregions. The

equation reiating the state vector at the section i and the ini--

tial unknown state vector may be written as follows:

    Iili-(gL' iL']i(:), ..•.....,...,,-,,,

     Solving for za in term of u[, the foilowing' expression ean

be obtained:

     ze = Uu-iu[ - Uu-i fu '''''''''''(7"-57)

     Substituting in the remaining equation of Eq.(7-56), we

     qi " Up Uu -i Ui -" Uq Uu -i ftu + fq ''`'''''''' (7-58)
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     Eq.(7-58) and the identity ui = ui yield
expression of Eq.(7-56);

     il,= Uq gu -i "" Uq Uum:fu +fq l, I:)e

or

     zi = Ui 'zi '

                                       '
Hereafter matrix multiplications continue in

using, however, z;' instead of zz.

3) Rotation Matrix for Axisymmetrie Structure

the alternative

••••••••••• (7-59)

-----

the

t----

usual

•(7-60)

  manner

     For the axisymmetric structure, such as the thiek cylinder

shown in Fig.7-8, the transfer matrix must be derived for every

strip. To improve the numerieal effieieney of this method, we
simplify the derivation procedure of the transfer matrix by using

the rotation matrix of the coordinate system.

     Considering that every strip has the same shape as shown in

Fig.7-8, the transfer expression for strip k referred to the
lecal eoordinate system are described by using the transfer
matri.x for strip 1, Ti, as follows:

    2kA= Ti 2kr '''''''''''(7-61)
where upper bar indicates the quantity referred to the local
coordinate system. Introdueing the rotation matrix, Rk, relating

the global coordinate system to the loeal one for strip k,
Eq.(7-61) ean be written referred to the global coordinate system

as
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    zkA = RkTTi Rk zkr

        =Tk Zkr '''''''''''(7-62)
where Tk is the transfer matrix for strip k referred to the glob-

al eoordinate system and it is assumed here that the global coor-

dinate system coincides with the local one for strip 1. Thus the

transfer matriees for every strip can be derived from the trans-

fer matrix for strip 1 by only rotat,ion of coordinate system.

4) Internal Condition

     Consider a plate with internal support at section i, as
shown in Fig.7-9. The equation relating the left state vector at

the section i to the initial unknown state vector may be written

as

                                             •••••••••••(7-63)    zi = Ui zz
                        '
or

                    '    (:'li = (:: Uu'I],, llllll }, '''''''''''(7-64)

where wi are the displacements at the seetion i, z'i are the
remaining components of the state veetor z,, ziz are the initial

unknown stat.e variables eorrespondin.ff to wi, and z2e are the

remaining eomponents of the initial state vector ze, From the
intermediate support condition (wi = O), we can eliminate the

state variables ziz from the initial unknown state vector as
follows:

    (II')i = (-ucu,-PuB+uD]iZ2e •••••••••••(7-6s)

     Because of the reactions at the internal support, the shear-
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ing forces at this section are discontinuous. The equilibrium of

the shearing forces at this section are, then, expressed as
follows:

    ViR=ViL+Vi* •••••••••••(7-66)
where Vi' are the reactions at the internal support. The equation

relating the right state veetor at the section i to the initial

unknown state veetor is, therefore, written as

        = z2z+ ••••••t••••(7-67)                 -I UB +UD vX     v               Um           -U.

     Mi i Oi
Adding one dummy equation to the system, the following equation
ean be obtained:

     w

     e = [;il) •••••••••••(7-6s)

or
                      '
    zi = Ui 'ze' •••••t•••••(7-69)
    By the above teehnique, the transfer proeedure can be per-
formed throughout a 'seetion having internal support.

o o

o

I -UcUA-1UB+UD
o
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7-5

1)

 NUMERICAL EXA)(PLES

Numerical Examples for In-Plane Problem

     In order to investigate the accuracy

ity of the proposed method for solution of

lems some numerical examples are presented

     A cantilevered plate' subjected at
uniformly distributed in-plane load (Fig.7-10(a))

for the first example. In the numerical ealculation

divided into 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 regions,

of which is subdivided into 6 (Pattern A)

eonstant elements for every discretizing

Fig.7-IO(b).

     In Table 7-1, the displacement u at the

by the BETM method is compared with those
boundary element method and subregions
numerical calculation for 10 regions of Pattern

regions of Pattern B, the technique of exchanging

deseribed in this chapter is introdueed to

of round-off errors. In the subregions
discretizing patterns as those used in
employed, and those for the boundary element
in Fig.7-10(b).

     The results of the BETM method and
agree precisely, and these also agree well

the boundary element method, which demonstrate

the proposed method. Comparisons of computation

BETM method and other methods in this example

7-2. It becomes clear from Table 7-2 that

t,ion time, the BETM method has less advantage
number of regions model (l and 2 regions of

and 6 regions of Pattern B), it has much advantage
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as well as the capabil-

 two-dimensional prob-

.

 the free edge to a
        , is analyzed
         , the plate is

 respectively, and each

  and 10 (Pattern B)
pattern, as shown in

         '
   free edge obtained
      obtained by the
    technique. 'In the

      A and 6, 8 and 10

         state vectors
 avoid the propagation

   teehnique the same
 the BETM method are
   method is also shown

  subregions technique

 with those obtained by

      the aecuracy of
        times for the
    are shown in Table

alt,hough, in computa-

        for the small
  Pattern A; 1, 2, 4
         for the large



number of regions model (4, 6, 8 and IO regions of Pattern A; 8

and 10 regions of Pattern B).

     Fig.7-11(a) shows a thiek cylinder under internal pressure.

The distributions of the displaeement in radial direction
obtained by the BETM methods with and without rotation matrix are

shown in Figs.7-11(b) and 7-11(c). In the numerical caleulation,

a quarter of the cylinder is divided into 4 and 6 subregions,

respectively, and each of which is divided into 10 boundary
elements as shown in Figs.7-11(b) and 7-11(e). Close agreement

exists in the results by both methods, thus ean not be distincted

in Figs.7-11(b) and 7-11(e). [l]he results obtained by the
boundary and finite element methods are also shown. Mesh patterns

used in these methods are indicated in Figs.7--11(b) and 7-11(e),

respectively. Although the result of the BETM method is a little

smaller than those of other methods, good agreement exists
between these sets of results. '
     Fig.7-12(c) shows the comparisons of the displacement in
radial direction at point A, indicated in Fig.7-12(a), obtained

by the BETM methods with and without rotation matrix for various

mesh patterns (Fig.7-12(b)). In the numerical calculation, a
quarter of the eylinder is divided into 4, 6, 8 and 10 subre-

gions, respeetively, and eaeh of which is divided into 10
boundary constant elements for every discretizing pattern. Both

results coincide eompletely with eaeh other for every mesh
pattern, and agree well with other results, which are also
indicated in Fig.7--12(c). Fig.7-12(d) shows the comparisons of

the.eomputation time in this example. Computation time in the
BETM method with rotation matrix is also 67% smaller compared to

that in the BETM without rotation matrix for every mesh pattern.

     Fig.7-13(a) shows a foundation supported on a medium in
which the Young's modulus increases with depth, thus depicting a

very real practical problem. A non--homogeneous medium, in the
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numerical calculation, is considered to be a combination of three

homogeneous subregions as shown in Fig.7-13(a). The vertical and

horizontal displacements of the ground along horizontal lines (y

= 1.0 and 2.5m) are shown in Figs.7--13(b) and 7-13(c), and
compared to the finite element method results. As shown in these

figures, good agreement exists between these sets of results.

2) Numerical Examples for Plate Bending Problem

     In order to investigate the accuraey as well as the capabil-

ity of the proposed method for solution of plate bending problems

some numerical examples are presented.

     A simply supported plate under uniform out-of-plane load,
shown in Fig.7--14(a), is analyzed for the first example. In the

numerical calculation, the plate is divided into 1, 3 and 5
regions, respeetively, eaeh of which is subdivided into 12 eon-
stant elements for every discretizing pattern, as shown in Fig.7-

14(b).

     In Fig.7-14(c) and Table 7-3, the relation between the
number of regions and the deflection at the midpoint of the plate

obtained by the BETM method is compared with those obtained by
the boundary element method and subregions technique. The disere-

tizing pattern for the boundary element method is also shown in
                                                     ,
Fig.7-14(b). As shown in Table 7-3 eomplete agreement exists
between the results of the BETM and subregion methods, and these

results eoincide well with other results for every discretizing

     In Fig.7-14(d), the center line configuratlons obtained
by the BETM method for3 regions pattern are compared with
those obtained by the finite element and boundary element
methods. As shown in Fig.7-14(d), good agreement exists between

the results obtained by the BETM method and other methods.

     Figs.7-15(e), 7-15(d) and Table 7-4 show the results for a
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plate under concentrate load. The same plate and mesh patterns
as those employed in the previous example are used here. Similar

results to those of previous example are obtained.

     A cantilevered plate subjected at the free edge to a line
load, shown in Fig.7-16(a), is analyzed. The same diseretizing
patterns as in the previous example are employed here.

     In Fig.7-16(c) and Table 7-5, the relation between the
number of regions and the deflection at the midpoint of the free

edge obtained by the BETM method is compared with those obtained

by other methods.

     In Fig.7-16(d), the eenterline configurations obtained by

the BETM method for 5 regions pattern are compared with those
obtained by other methods. As shown in Fig.7-16(d), good
agreement exists between the results obtained by the BETM method
and other methods.

     Figs.7-17(c), 7-17(d) and Table 7-6 show the results for a

uniformly loaded cantilevered plate. The same plate and mesh
patterns as those employed in the previous example are used here.

Similar results to those of previous example are also obtained.

     Fig.7-18(c) shows the centerline eonfigurations of a
eantilevered plate with variable thickness subjeeted at the free

edge to a line load, shown in Fig.7-18(a). In the numerical
caleulation, the plate is divided into 8 strips with constant
thickness (Fig.7-18(b)), and each of which is subdivided into 12

eonstant elements. In Fig.7-18(e), the results obtained by the
finite element method (5 x8 mesh pattern) are also shown. As
shown in Fig.7-18(c), good agreement exists between the results

obtained by the BETM method and the finite element method.

     Fig.7-18(d) shows the comparison of the centerline config-

urations of a uniformly loaded eantilevered plate with variable

thickness obtained by the BETM method and the finite element
method. The same plate and mesh patterns as those employed in the
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previous example are used here. Similar results to those of the

previous example are obtained.

     Fig.7-19(b) shows the eenterline configurations of a simply

supported continuous plate with a internal support under uniform

load, shown in Fig.7-19(a). In the numerical ealculation, the
plate is divided into 2 strips, and each of whieh is subdivided

into 12 eonstant elements as shown in Fig.7-19(b). The technique

for internal condition deseribed in this chapter is introdueed to

overcome the section of internal support. In Fig.7-19(b), the

results obtained by the finite element method are also shown.
The mesh patterns employed in the finite element method are.shown

in Fig.7--19(b). As shown in Fig.7-i9(b), good agreement exists

between the results obtained by the BETM method and the finite
element method.

     Fig.7-20(b) shows the results for a uniformly loaded clamped

continuous plate with a internal support(Fig.7-20(a)). The same

mesh pattern as that employed in the previous example is used
here. Similar res- ultu-s- t•o t•hos• e for a si.m.-ply sL,pported n.-la.t•e a-re

     Fig.7-21(b) shows the centerline configurations of a simply

supported continuous plate with 3 internal supports under uniform

load, shown in Fig.7-21(a). In the numerieal ealculation, the

plate is divided int.o 4 strips, and. eaeh ef whieh is subdivided

into 12 eonstant elements as shown in Fig.7-21(b). In Fig.7-
21(b), the results obtained by the finite element method are also

shown. The mesh patterns employed in the finite element method
are indieated in Fig.7-21(b). As shown in Fig.7-21(b), good
agreement exists between the results obtained by the BETM method
and the finite element method.
                               '
     Fig.7-22(b) shows the results for a partially loaded, simply

supported eontinuous plate with 3 internal supports (Fig.22(a)).

The same mesh pattern as that employed in the previous example is
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used here. Similar results to those of previous example are
obtained.

7-6 CONCLUSIONS

     A struetural analysis method based on a combined use of
boundary element - transfer matrix method is proposed for two-
dimensional and plate bending problems. A transfer matrix is
derived from the system of equations derived by the procedure
based on the boundary element method. The technique of exchaRging

the state vectors is proposed to avoid the propagation of round-

off errors occurred in recursive multiplications of the transfer

matrix, and rotation matrix is employed for axisymmetric struc-
tures to reduee computational efforts. Furthermore, the technique

for the structure with intermediate supports is proposed. From

the numerical examples presented in this chapter, following
conelusions are obtained:

     (1) In the proposed method, the sizes of the matriees
involved in the process of solution depend on the number of
elements of only one subregion; the use of a large number of
elements is therefore permitted without getting involved with
large matriees. A much smaller computer is thus sufficient.

     (2) In two-dimensional and plate bending problems, the
results obtained by the BETM method agree well with those by the

boundary element and finite element methods, which demonstrates

the aecuracy of the proposed method.

     (3) The technique of exchanging the state vectors is very

efficient to avoid the propagation of round-off errors occurred
           '                                     'in many subregions pattern. ' .
     (4) By using the technique for intermediate simple support,

the BETM method ean be applied to continuous plate, and results
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obtained by this method are agree well with those by the finite

element method.

     (5) To empioy the rotation matrix for deriving the transfer

matrix is effieient for axisymmetrie struetures in redueing
computational efforts.

     From the mentions described above, this method can be
successfully applied to the long and non-homogeneous systems.

APPENDIX 7-1 SUBREGIONS TECHNIQUE

     A piecewise homogeneous solid may be considered as a
combination of a number of separate homogeneous regions Dk (k =

1,...., m), each having different elastic constant (Fig.7-7).

For each region Dk with boundary surface Sk the resulting system

of equations can be written as .

    Hk uk = Gk qk ••t••••••••(7-7o)
                                                      '
in which uk and qk are the displacements and tractions over the

surface of the region Dk; Hk and Gk are ealculated using the
elastic constant.s of region Dk.

     Eq.(7-70) may be rewritten as

    (HA He Hr)k Illi:p l,= (GR Ge Gr)k III:, 1, '''''''''''(7m71)

                                                '
in which uAk and qRk are the displacements and traetions at the

left interface of region Dk, u,k and qrk are the displaeements

and tractions at the right interface, uek and qek are the
displacements and tractions at. the external boundary and HRk,

Hek, Hrk, GAk, Gek and Grk are the submatriees of Hk and Gk.

  '
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     Eq.(7-71) can be assembled in a final matrix for all
individual surfaces Si, S2, ..., Sm. During the assembly
process, which is very similar to that used in the finite element

method, the unknown displaeements and tractions at the common
interfaces between the regions are eliminated by applying the
interfaee equilibrium and compatibility eonditions, e.g. for all

interface elements between region Dk and Dk+i we have

Ui k = Ut• k = UA(k+1)} qlk = qrk = 'qACk+1) ••••• (7-72)

     For a body

global system of

divided into three

 equations can be
  reglons,
written as

 for instance,
follows:

the

                                 Uet
                              1    IHei II;2i H.2 Hr2 :;

    ( Hr3 He3) Ui2
                                 Ue 3

                                   qe1

    .IGei.&l ,., G,, 1al

      l -GA3 Ge3i qi2
                                   qe 3

     By imposing the boundary conditions

remembering that both the displacements

interface are considered as unknown, the

reordered as

......••••• (7-73)

  of the problem
and tractions at
system (7-73) can

and

the

 be
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                                           Ue1
                                           UM
    IHei :;l -gM' H.2 H,2 -G,2 l uqei!

    ( HA3 GR3 lh3j Ui2
                                           qi 2
                                           Ue 3

      =(Ge' Ge2 G.,) ([llll (7-74)

or

    Hu=Gq •••••••••••(7-75)
    Aceording to the boundary eonditions, the submatriees
eorresponding to the external boundary may interchange their
positions. After Eq.(7-75) has.been solved, the stresses and
displacements at any, point within a region can be obtained using

the interior version of Eq.(7--71) for the appropriafvnu domain.

This subregions technique is also required for bodies with
different dimensions in different djreetions.
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NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

Mx x

      D
       E
       f
      G
, My y ).Mx y

      n
      p
       p
     p"
      q
  Qx ,Qy
      R
      T
      u
      u
     u*
      v
     v*
      z
      Z8
     Bn
     Bs
       6
    sij
   eij*

      v
    oi j
       *   aj

      Åë

flexural rigidity of plate;
modulus of elasticity;
components of body force;
shear elastic modulus;
bending moments;
direction cosine;
surface force;
prescribed surface force;
surface force corresponding to weighting
transverse load;
transverse shear forces;
rotation matrix;
transfer matrix;
d'i splacement ;

prescribed displacement;
displacement corresponding to weighting
effective shear force;
reactions at internal support;
state vector;
unknown inttjal state vect.nr;
rotation normal to boundary;
rotation tangential to boundary;
Dirac delta function;
components of strain;
components of strain eorresponding to
field;
Poisson's ratio;
components of stress;
components of stress corresponding to
field; and
interpolation function.

field;

field;

weighting

weighting
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Table 7-1 Comparisons
Subjected to

of Displacements for Cantilevered
Ind-Plane Load

Plate

Pattern A

Scheme 1 Strip
     Displacement
2 Strips 4 Strips

(cm)
  6 Strips 8 Strips 10 Strips

BEM
BE;vlS

BETM

O.2245
O.2245
O.2245

o
o
o

.3642

.3090

.3090

O.3966
O.3831
O.3831

O.4099
O.3832
O.3832

O.4138
O.3752
O.3752

O.4150
O.3690
P.3690

Pattern B

Scheme 1 Strip
     Displacement
2 Strips 4 Strips

(cm)
  6 Strips 8 Strips 10 Strips

BEM
BEMS
BETM

O.2438
O.2438
O.2438

o
o
o

.3353

.2877

.2877

O.4003
O.3531
O.3531

O.4155
O.4046
Q-L4QIL6

O.4190
O.4204

QL4...L.2O4

O.4201
O.4112
Q..4112

Table 7-2 Comparisons of Computation Times for Cantilevered Plate

Pattern A

Scheme 1 Strip
   Computation Time
2 Strips 4 Strips

(sec)
6 Strips 8 Strips 10 Strips

BEM
BEMS
BETM

O.4
O.4
O.9

O.6
O.9
1.0

L3
2.5
1.2

2.4
5.7
1.5

 3.8
11.3
 1.7

 5.5
19.9
 2.0

Pattern B

Scheme 1 Strip
   Computation Time
2 Strips 4 Strips

(sec)
6 Strips 8 Strips !O Strips

BEM
BEMS
BETM

O.9
O.9
2.9

1.3
2.4
3,2

2.4
8.3
3.8

 3.0
12.2
 4.4

 5.6
25.6
 5.2

 7.7
47.2
 5.8
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Table 7-3 Comparisons of
Supported PIate

Pisplacements for Simply
under Uniforrn Load

Scheme
     Displacement (w*)
I Strip 3 Strips 5 Strips

BEM
BEMS
BETM

O.O03502
O.O03502
o.oo3so2

  O.O03983
  O.O04001
' O.O04001

o
o
o

-..

.

.

O04000
O03979
O03979

D
w* = qa4 w; WtexaCt = O.O04060

Table 7-4 Comparisons of
Supported Plate

Displacements for Simply
under Concentrated Load

Scheme
     Displacement (w*)
I Strip 3 Strips 5 Strips

BEM
BEMS
BETM

O.OIO19
O.OIO19
O.OIO19

O.Ol127
O.Ol120
O.Ol120

o
o
o

.

.

.

Ol134,
OlllO
DIIIO

D

wt .
pa2

W; W*exaCt = O.Ol160
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Table 7-5 Comparisons
levered Plate

of Pisplacements for Canti-
 Subjected to Line Load

Scheme
     Displacement (w')
I Strip 3 Strips 5 Strips

BEM
BETM

o.oo16so
O.OO1680

O.O03206
O. O02923

o
o

e

•-

O03384
O03436

      D

wt= W;     pa3
w"(FEM, 6x6 Elements) = O. O03474

Table 7-6 Comparisons
levered Plate

of Displacements for
under Uniform Load

Canti-

Scheme
     Displacement (w')
I Strip 3 Strips 5 Strips

BEM
BETM

o
o

.058779

.058779
O.115954
O.107078

o.
o.

121438
125253

      D
w* =
     qa4

w'(FEM, 6x6 Eiements) = O. 129267
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                    Chapter 8 coNCLUSIONS

     In this paper, two structural analysis methods; 1) combined

use of finite element and transfer matrix method, and 2) eombined

use of boundary element and transfer matrix method, are studied.

     Main conelusions of each chapter have been drawn as follows.

                                                       '
Chapter 2

     The procedures of the combined finite element - transfer
matrix method are applied to the bending and buckling problems.

Fllrthermore techniques for treating the eomplicated struetures

such as those with intermediate elastie and rigid columns, and
with stiffeners are proposed.

     (1) In bending and buckling problems good agreement ex'ists

between the FETM solutions and the exact solutions, which
demonstrates the accuraey of this method.

     (2) Since the size of the .transfer matrix in the FETM method

is equal to the number of degrees of only one strip, this method

has the advantage of reducing.the size of matrix to less than
that obtained by the ordinary finite element methed.
                                                           '
     (3) Point matriees for elastic support and rib make possible

the application of the FETM method to bending and buckling
problems of the plates with intermediate eiastic supports and
stiffeners.

     (4) By using the techniques for intermediate rigid eolumn

and simple support, the transformation procedure ean be performed

in a simple sehematic manner.

Chapter 3

     The combined finite element - transfer matrix method for the

elastic-p!astic problems with large displacement is studied. A

eomputer program based on this theory has been developed.
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     (1) Good agreement exists between the results obtained by

the FETM method and the conventional finite element method
based on ineremental procedures, which demonstrates the aecuracy

of this method in the elasto-plastic problems with large defor-

mation.

     (2) In the nonlinear problems, the FETM method has the
advantage of reducing the size of matrix compared to the ordinary

finite element method as in the linear problems.

Chapter 4

     The combined finite element - transfer matrix method is
extended to the linear and nonlinear problems of thin-walled
members, and a computer program based on this theory has been

     (1) Good agreement exists between the results obtained by

the FETM method and the standard finite element method not only

in the linear problems but also in the nonlinear problems, which

demonstrates the accuraey of the proposed method.
     (2) From numerical examples presented in this chapter, it is
                                                      'shown that t,his method ean be suceessfully applied to the long
thin-walled members by redueing the size of the matrix and the

computation time relative to less than that obtained by the
finite element method.

     (3) By adopting the transfer matrix for substructures
derived in this ehapter, eomplex thin-walled members, sueh as
I-section and box-section plate girders with vertieal stiffeners

and web perforations, can be treated easily.

Chapter 5

     A linear transient analysis method of the structures under
random excitations by a eombined finite element - transfer matrix

method is proposed. An approximation is introduced in the
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equations of motion for the case of in-plane exeitations in order

to reduce computational efforts and the technique of exchanging
the state vectors is proposed to avoid the propagation of round-

off errors occurred in reeursive multiplications of the transfer

and point matrices.
                                    '     (1) In the out-of-plane and in-plane excitations, good
agreement exists between the results obtained by the FETM method

and the conventional finite element dynamic analysis, which
demonstrates the aceuracy 6f linear transient analysis by the

FETM method.

     (2) In the case of in-plane excitations, the results by the

FETM method based on the equations of motion with an approxi-
mation described in this chapter agree with those based on the

equation without an approximation, and it becomes elear that
this approximation of the equations is efficient to reducing com-

putational efforts.

     (3) The technique of exchanging the state vectors is very

efficient for many strips pattern model to avoid the propagation

of round-off errors.

Chapter 6

     A linear transient analYsis method based on a eombined use
of finite element and transfer matrix methods described in previ-

ous chapter is extended to nonlinear dynamic problems of plates
under random out-of-plane and in-plane excitations. The Prandtl-
ReusS'law obeying the von Mises yield criterion is assumed, and a

set of moving coordinate systems is used to take geometric non-

linearity inte eonsideration.

     (1) In inelastie and large deformation dynamie problems,

good agreement exists between the transient responses of the
plates under out-of-plane and in-plane excitations obtained by
the FETM method and the conventional finite element method, whieh
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demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed method.

     (2) Equilibrium iteration in each time step is effective to

improve the solution accuracy and to avoid the development of
numerical instabilities.

    (3) Since in the FETM method, considerable computation time
is required in the derivation of the transfer matrix, the pseudo-

foree iteration method is more efficient compared to the tangent

stiffness iteration method.

Chapter 7

    A structural analysis method based on a eombined use of
boundary element - transfer matrix method is proposed for two-
dimensional and plate bending problems. [Vhe teehnique of exchang-

ing the state vectors is proposed to avoid the propagation of
round-off errors, and rotation matrix is employed for axisymmet-
ric structures 'to reduce computational efforts. Furthermore, the

technique for the structure with intermediate supports is pro-
posed.

     (1) In the proposed method, the sizes of the matriees
involved in the process of solution depend on the number of
elements of only one subregion; the use of a large number of
elements is therefore permitted without getting involved with
large matrices. A much smaller computer is thus sufficient.

     (2) In two-dimensional and plate bending problems, the
results obtained by the BETM method agree well with those by the

boundary element and finite element methods, which demonstrates

the accuracy of the proposed method,

     (3) The technique of exchanging the state vectors is very

efficient to avoid the propagation of round-off errors occurred
in many subregions pattern.

     (4) By using the technique for intermediate simple support,

the BETM method can be applied to continuous plate, and results
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obtained by this method are agree well with those by the

element method.

     (5) To employ the rotation matrix for deriving the

matrix is effieient for axisymmetric structures in
computationai efforts.

     From the mentions described above, this method ean

cessfully applied to the long and non-homogeneous systems

  finite

transfer

redueing

be suc-
.

     The following subjects are required for future research and

development.

FETM Method in Static Problem

  (1) Investigation of efficiency and limitation of the FETM
      method in more practical problems.

  (2) Study of effective nonlinear algorithm for the FETM method.

FETM Method in Dynamic Problem

      In addition to the subjects prescribed in statie problem,

the following subjects are required.

  (3) Application of the FETM method to inelastie dynamic
     probiems with large deformation.

  (4) Extension of this method to thin-walled members, sueh as

     box-section and I-section plate girders.

BETM Method

  (5) Extension of the BETM method to nonlinear problems.

  (6) Application of this method to t,hin-walled members, such as

     box-section and I-seetion plate girders.

  (7) Investigation of efficieney and limitation of the BETM

      method with other boundary elements, sueh as linear and
     more higher order elements.
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(8) Study of the relation between the

the result not only in the BETM
boundary eiement method.

discretizing

 method but'

pattern

 also in

and

the
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